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FOREWORD
This report, Volume II of 2 volumes, was jointly prepared by
the Guidance and Controls Section and the Scientific Programming Section
of Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division, under Contract NAS8-28482.
Volume I contains the philosophy and the mathematical basis of the non-
linear programming algorithm that led to the development of the COEBRA
program. This, volume is the User's Manual for the COEBRA program. The.
purpose of the contract was to convert the COEBRA program from the CDC
6400/6500 digital computer system to the UNIVAC 1108 at the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center, and to provide a manual and instruction on
the use of the program. This contract was performed from March 1972 to
December 1972, and was administered by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama,
under the direction of Mr. D. K. Mowery, Dynamics and Control Division,
Aeroastrodynamics Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
This report, Volume II of 2 volumes, is the User's Manual for
the COEBRA program. Volume I contains the historical background, the
philosophy, and the mathematical basis of the nonlinear programming algorithm
that led to the development of the COEBRA program. COEBRA is an acronym
for the Computerized jOptimization of plastic jioostei: Autopilots. This volume
is written assuming that Volume I has been read.
COEBRA is an automatic autopilot design program. The bulk of the
design criteria is in the form of minimum allowed gain/phase stability
margins. COEBRA has two optimization phases: (1) a phase to maximize
stability margins; and (2) a phase to optimize structural bending moment
load relief capability in the presence of minimum requirements on gain/phase
stability margins. The following is an outline of this report.
Chapter 1 defines the design criteria (stability margins, closed-
loop roots, structural bending moment loads, trajectory drift) that COEBRA
is capable of considering in its design procedure. Chapter 2 discusses the
constraint equations that COEBRA places on the design criteria. Chapter 3
defines the cost function that is used in the optimization phase that max-
imizes stability margins. The cost function for the phase that optimizes
bending moment load relief capability is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
shows the constraint equations that are placed on the value of each autopilot
variable. Chapters 6 and 7 illustrate how the user defines the initial or
"first guess" autopilot to the COEBRA program. Chapter 8 illustrates the
constraints the user can place on the autopilot parameters to yield the
the drift minimum condition. Chapter 9 defines additional constraints that
ix.
can be used in an attempt to keep COEBRA from designing, an autopilot
that is sensitive to tolerances on the airframe/autopilot parameters.
Chapter 10 summarizes the COEBRA input data^ and Chapter 11 contains
sample listings of the input data. Appendix A shows a simple example
problem that demonstrates the mechanics of the Simplex Algorithm.
CHAPTER 1. THE MARGIN ARRAY
Section 1.1 Introduction
This chapter defines the design criteria that COEBRA is capable
of considering. This criteria includes stability margins} rigid-body
rotational closed-loop roots, structural bending moment loads, and trajectory
drift . This criteria is listed in Table 1.1, the so-called Margin Array Table.
This table, even though it contains things other than stability margins, will
constantly be referred to throughout this report as the Margin Array. From
this table, COEBRA sets up the cost functions (maximize margins or optimize
load relief) and the so-called Stability Margin Constraint equations. The
Margin Counter and the Figure-of-merit are also calculated from the elements
in the Margin Array. Figure 1.1 of Volume I, which illustrates a typical
gain/phase frequency response plot, is repeated in this volume to facilitate
defining most of the elements of the Margin Array Table. Table 1.2 accompanies
Figure 1.1, and contains the definitions of the gain and phase margins.
The SCALF array shown in the Margin Array Table will be defined in
*
Section 1.3 of this chapter. The SPEC array shown in the Margin Array Table,
contains the minimum requirements on the gain/phase stability margins. These
minimum requirements are used in the so-called Stability Margin Constraint
Equations (defined in Chapter 2). The COSPEC Array contains the design
objectives for the gain/phase stability margins. These objectives are used
in the so-called "Maximize Margins" cost function (defined in Chapter 3).
The preset values indicated in the Margin Array Table are to be overridden
by the user if he so desires.
Before defining each element of the Margin Array, this section will
conclude with a brief overview of how the elements are used. Elements 1 to
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48 are, at the user's option, candidates for the "Maximize Margins" cost
function
 9 where the objective is to maximize all stability margins and
attempt to force all structural bending modes to resonate near zero degrees
phase. Elements 49, 50, 51 are candidates for the so-called "Optimize Load
Relief cost function, where the objective is to minimize structural bending
moment loads, in the presence of minimum requirements on the gain/phase
stability margins,, Except for the structural bending mode peak phases and
elements 49, 50, and 51, all elements of the Margin Array are candidates for
the Stability Margin Constraint Equations, where minimum allowed requirements
are put on each0
Section 1.2 Definitions of the Margin Array Elements
(1) Aerodynamic Gain Margin (denoted |OA | in Figure 1.1)
If the phase angle of the total open-loop frequency response
at a/ - SLOW is less than 180° (where SLOW is an input parameter in
rad/sec), the aero gain margin will be the first crossing of the 180°
axis as UJ increases from SLOW. The frequency search interval is:
SLOW < uj < W2
where W2 is the minimum of the following three frequencies.
(a) UPPER (which is an input parameter)
(b) frequency at the peak of the lowest frequency
1st structural mode
(c) frequency at the peak of the highest frequency
structural mode.
If the phase angle at SLOW is less than 180°, this margin must
exist or COEBRA will terminate (unless the NOTERM option of the
COBIN namelist is used).
1.10
(2) Riftid-body Gain Margin ( |OE| )
This will be the lowest frequency 180° crossover encountered in
the following frequency interval.
Wl < <-v < W2
where Wl = max -(SLOW, aero gain margin frequency ( . If fuel slosh
modes are included, the rigid-body gain margin will not be considered
by COEBRA0 Except for fuel slosh and the NOTERM option, COEBRA will
9
terminate if the rigid-bpdy gain margin does not exist.
( 3 ) Mg.id^.feodX_5ilaJJ_Marg jji ( 4 OB )
When searching from SLOW,, the phase margin will be the first
zero db crossing encountered. The following search increment is used:
SLOW <. <*.> < UPPER
Unless the user exercises the NOTERM option, COEBRA will terminate
if the rigid-body phase margin does not exist.
( 4) Structural Bending and Fuel Slosh Modes
COEBRA may be run with or without structural bending and/or fuel
slosh modes. When modes are included, COEBRA can handle a maximum of
eight of them. There are 4 basic types of modes, and each type is
constrained differently:
(a) 1st structural bending modes;
(b) 2nd structural bending modes;
(c) 3rd and higher structural bending modes; and
(d) fuel slosh modes.
The user declares the "type" that is to be associated with each
mode. He will declare the "type" depending on how he wants to
constrain each mode. The modes need not be ordered according to
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frequency, e.g., a 3rd mode may be lower in frequency than a 1st
mode, etc. Also, bending and slosh modes may be intermixed frequency-
wise. There are a few rules that must be obeyed, and these will be
explained where appropriate.
(4.1) First Structural Bending Modes
Each 1st structural bending mode is defined by the 5
following items:
(a) modal peak gain ( |G| )
(b) modal peak phase (-^ G )
(c) frontside phase margin (2(. OF)
(d) backside phase margin (2pOH)
(e) closest-approach margin |OI|
Stability margin constraints on the 1st mode are handled
as follows. When the mode peaks below zero db, the closest
approach margin will always be constrained. The mode peak gain
will not be constrained and obviously, the front and backside
phase margins don't even exist. When the mode peaks above zero
db, and the input parameter KAPCH = 0, the closest-approach
margin will not be constrained. The mode will be constrained
by its peak gain, and its front and backside phase margins.
When the mode peaks above zero db and KAPCH = 1, the closest-
approach margin, the peak gain, and the front and backside
phase margins will all be constrained.
The peak phase of the 1st mode is not constrained. It
is a candidate only for the "maximize margins" cost function ,
where the objective is to force the mode to resonate near zero
1J.2
degrees phase,, The modal peak gain, the front and
backside phase margins and the closest approach margin
are also candidates for the "maximize margins" cost function.
COEBRA has slots for 2 first structural bending modes.
Both 1st modes must resonate after the rigid-body gain margin
if it exists and is constrained.
This discussion will conclude with the frequency search
intervals that are used for all structural and slosh mode
peaks and for all modal front and backside phase margins.
To find each modal peak? COEBRA searches between
where uJo = uJn V7- *f *' whereof and uJn are the input values for
the damping ratio and undamped natural frequency of each mode.
To find each front and backside phase margin, COEBRA searches
between
0.1 Ujp T^ (AJ ^ 10.0^ ,
i
where uJp is the frequency at each modal peak.
(4.2) Second Structural Bending Modes
Each 2nd structural bending mode is defined by the 7
.following items:
(a) modal peak gain ( I L I )
(b) modal peak phase (Jf L )
(c) frontside phase margin .(2$ OK)
(d) backside phase margin (^ OM)
(e) 180° crossover gain Margin #1 ( | OJ I )
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(f) 180 crossover gain Margin #2 ( |OP| )
(g) closest-approach margin ( |ON| )
Except for the 180° crossover gain margins, all elements
of the 2nd structural modes are handled exactly like they are
for the first structural modes. Because of the 180° crossover
margins, 2nd structural modes cannot be included unless the
following modes are also included:
(a) something identified as a first mode that is
lower than the 2nd modes in frequency; and
(b) something identified as a 3rd or higher mode that
is higher than the 2nd modes in frequency.
COEBRA allows for eight 180° crossover margins to exist between
the highest frequency 1st mode and the lowest frequency higher
mode. Constraints will be placed on the smallest two of them.
Note that COEBRA. allows for two 2nd structural modes.
(4.3) Third and Higher Structural Bending Modes
Each of these modes is defined by its:
(a) modal peak gain ( lOfcl ); and
(b) modal peak phase (%.Q ).
Each modal peak gain is a candidate for the Stability Margin
Constraint Equations, and each modal peak gain and phase is a
candidate for the "maximize margins" cost function. COEBRA
has slots for 6 of these modes, i.e., for a single 3rd mode,
a single 4th mode, . . . , a single 8th mode.
An advantage of identifying them in this way is as
follows. The 3rd mode at time point #1 can have a different
requirement than the 3rd mode at time point #2, by declaring,
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for example, that the 3rd mode at time point #2 is a 4th
mode. Along this same line, the first mode at time point
#2 can be declared one of the two 2nd modes, so that its
requirement can be different than the first mode at time
point #1.
Finally, the only restriction on 3rd and higher modes,
is that they occur after the rigid-body phase margin. They
may occur before the rigid-body gain margin.
(4.4) Fuel Slosh Modes
For each fuel slosh mode that resonates above zero db,
COEBRA finds its backside phase margin (^£ OD). This back-
side phase margin is a candidate for both the Stability Margin
Constraint Equations and the Maximize Margins cost function.
COEBRA ignores each slosh mode that resonates below zero db.
This backside phase margin is the 1st zero db crossover that
is encountered when searching with increasing frequency from
the slosh mode peak. It is possible for 2 or more slosh modes
to have the same backside phase margin. Slosh modes must peak
after the rigid-body phase margin, but slosh modes may be
intermixed with the structural modes in any manner according
to frequency.
As previously stated when defining the rigid body gain
margin, the rigid body gain margin and fuel slosh are mutually
exclusive. However, when designing without slosh, the user
can bias the rigid body gain margin requirement in order to
compensate for the effective rigid body inertia change that
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will result when slosh is included. But, there is a better
technique for designing the gain margin with slosh. The
user can input a certain time point twice with identical
airframe transfer functions. The user can tell COEBRA to
ignore the slosh modes at the first time point so as to
design the rigid body gain margin. He can then tell COEBRA
to consider the slosh modes at the 2nd time point.
The following is a closely related item, and is included
here because it is an important design feature and advantage
of the COEBRA algorithm. This technique of entering the same
time point twice can also be used to handle severe tolerance
conditions. Instead of identical transfer functions, the user
can input the nominal airframe transfer functions as the 1st
vehicle state. He can input the "toleranced" airframe transfer
functions as the 2nd vehicle state. By treating the nominal
and the toleranced airframe together, a single autopilot can
be designed that will handle both conditions. Note that the
"toleranced" airframe can even include malfunction conditions
like actuator and sensor failures, etc.
(5) Rigid-body Phase Margin Frequency
Chapter 4, Section 4.3, of Volume I includes a discussion of
how COEBRA treats the requirement on the rigid-body rotational roots.
This discussion will not be repeated here, but it can be simply stated
that COEBRA treats these roots by putting a requirement on the frequency
as well as the magnitude of the rigid-body phase margin. The phase
1.16
margin frequency is a candidate for both the Stability Margin
Constraint Equations and the Maximize Margins cost function.
(6) Elements 49. 50 and 51
These elements are only used to form the so-called "optimize
load relief cost function,, They are completely defined in Chapter 4,
and this definition need not be repeated here.
(7) Elements 52 thru ,69
These elements are used in the so-called Vector Constraint
Equations that are completely defined in Chapter 9., Basically, these
constraint equations are used its an attempt to keep COEBRA from designing
an autopilot that is sensitive to tolerances on the airframe/autopilot
parameters.
As a final note in this section, the subroutine that "finds and identifies"
the margins is not completely general. If COEBRA "behaves strangely", the
user should check the margin array that is printed out. The first and second
structural modes are the major problem areas. The rigid-body margins are
more well-behaved. The following is a tip on how the user can circumvent a
rigid-body problem that can occur on an aerodynamically stable vehicle.
Figure 1.2 shows a frequency response plot that might result from a vehicle
that is "bare airframe" stable.
SLCW
Crossover #3
FIGURE 1.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR AERO STABLE VEHICLE
0 db
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To keep COEBRA from identifying crossover #1 as the rigid-body gain
margin, the user can input SLOW at the frequency indicated. In this way,
crossover #2 will be called the aero gain margin, and crossover #3 will
be called the rigid-body gain margin.
Section 1.3 The SCALF Array
The primary reason for the SCALF array is to scale gain and phase
margins and modal peak gains and phases so that they can be equitably
treated together in the maximize margins cost function0 The SCALF array
puts everything on a decibel scale, and from there, COEBRA converts
everything to the real axis scale for the Taylor Series Expansion0 In
other words, all partial derivatives are computed after the conversion
to the real axis scale.
For gain and phase margins, the conversion from decibels and degrees
to the real axis is rather straightforward since these margins represent
distances from the critical point. This includes the rigid-body gain margin
where, a 180 crossover at -6 db is really a +6db margin of stability. If
SCALF is Idb/db, this would convert to 1.995 on the real axis. Note that
a zero db margin of stability converts to unity and a negative stability
margin converts to a number less than unity on the real axis scale.
Since all margins are to be maximized, and since all mode peaks are
to be "minimized", it was decided to "invert" the scale on the peak gains
of all structural bending modes. In this way they can be "maximized" also.
For example, if a mode resonates at +6db, and if SCALE is Idb/db, the
modal peak gain converts to 0.5011 on the real axis scale.
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The scale used for structural mode peak phases is also a special
case. If the mode resonates at + 90° phase, and if SCALF = ldb/9 deg.,
the phase angle would convert to + lOdb and then to +3.162. If the mode
o
resonates at -90 phase and if SCALF = ldb/9 deg., the phase angle would
still convert to +10db, but would then convert to -3.162 on the real axis
scale0 If the mode resonates at 0 phase, this would convert to unity
on the real axis. Hence, 0 phase logically serves as the reference.
This scaling was necessitated since the modal peak phase angle is not a
stability margin and it is generally no more desirable for the mode to
resonate at +10° than it is for the mode to resonate at -10°0 Also, by
scaling this way, the partial derivative of the modal peak phase is always
positive in the phase lead direction„
Note that another result of the SCALF array and the corresponding
conversion to the real axis, is that all Stability Margin Constraint
equations for elements 1 to 48 are "greater than or equal to" type constraints.
The SCALF is not applicable to the phase margin crossover frequency (element
48), since it is a real axis quantity already. Finally, the preset values
indicated for SCALF in Table 1.1 are to be overridden by the user if he so
desires.
Chapter 2. __ The Margin Constraint Equations
This chapter defines the so-called Margin Constraint Equations.
Strictly speaking, the Margin Constraint Equations include constraints
on items that are not exactly stability margins. For example, besides
the items that can directly be classified as stability margins, these
equations include constraints on:
1) The peak gains of structural bending modes;
2) The so-called Drift Minimum Autopilot condition; and
3) The autopilot vector constraints that are defined in Chapter 9.
The phrase "Margin Constraint Equations" is used simply to differen-
tiate this type of constraint from the type that: is applied to the magni-
tudes of the autopilot gains and filter parameters.
There are three types of so-called Margin Constraint Equations:
The type that is used for (1) elements 1 to 48 of the Margin Array (defined
in Chapter 1); (2) the "drift minimum" condition (defined in Chapter 8); and
(3) the so-called autopilot vector constraints (defined in Chapter 9). This
chapter will only define the type that is used for elements 1 to 48 of the
Margin Array. The other two types (defined in their respective chapters)
are formed using the same philosophy, and hence need not be repeated here.
The following discussion defines the Margin Constraint Equations
that are used for elements 1 to 48 of the Margin Array. All elements 1 to
48 are constrained in this way, except those elements that are modal peak
phases. Modal peak phases are not "constrained" and they are used only in
the "Maximize Margins" cost function (defined in Chapter 3). The equation
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for the ith element at the tth time point, M(i), is obtained from a first
order Taylor Series expansion about M(i)Q, which is the scaled nominal
(initial) value for each major iteration. For simplicity, time notation is
.not used and is merely implied.
Since it is required that M(i) be greater than or equal to some speci-
fied requirement, M(i)0 the margin constraint equation can be written:9 S '
n
> M(i).
"*fAVj;j0j = J-
(for 1 = I,
 0 0 0 3 m)
Where:
1) AX(j) = X(j) - X(j)Q Where: X(j) is the jth autopilot
variable whose value COEBRA is to optimize, and X(j)Q is
the nominal or initial value of X(j) at the beginning of the
major iteration;
2) [<5>M(i)/<?X(j) ]Q is the partial derivative of M(i) with
respect to X(j) evaluated at X(j)o. Note that the method
of finite differences is used to calculate this partial
derivative. Note also that this .derivative is computed after
the elements of M(i) have been scaled or converted to the "real
number" axis.
There are 2 cases for M(i)g:
Case 1: If the requirement on M(i) is already met, then M(i) =
SPEC (i) where SPEC (i) is the scaled requirement for M(i). For this
case, the constraint is "loose";
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Case 2: If the requirement on M(i) is not yet met, then M(i)s =
M(i)Q + STEP*£sPEC(i) - M(i)o] . For this case, the constraint
is "tight".
As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, of Volume I, STEP is
maximized in the Inner Loop. At the beginning of each "inner" iteration,
STEP begins with its input value. If no feasible solution can be obtained
(i.e., if the feasible region defined by the Margin Constraints does not
overlap the feasible region defined by the Autopilot Variable Constraints),
STEP is reduced via
STEP <— STEP-DSTEP
until a feasible solution is obtained. DSTEP is an input parameter. The
minimum value for STEP is zero. Note that when STEP = 0, a feasible solution
is virtually guaranteed since the nominal autopilot should always satisfy
this condition which requires no improvement. Note also that STEP has the
same value for all the "not-met" Margin Constraint Equations.
This chapter will conclude with 3 notes.
Note #1 The Margin Constraint Equations are comprised of constraints from
all the time points that are being designed together.
Note #2 Any structural bending mode whose peak value is less than AMPOUT,
is not included in the constraint equations for elements 1 to 48. (AMPOUT
is a COBIN namelist parameter).
Note #3 For each 1st and 2nd structural mode, the constraints on the front
and backside phase margins, on the modal peak gain, and on the closest-
approach margin, are handled as follows:
1) If the mode peaks below zero db, the closest-approach margin will
always be constrained. The modal peak will not be constrained, and
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obviously, the phase margins don't even exist;
2) When KAPCH = 1, and the modal peak gain is greater than zero db,
constraints will be put on the front and backside phase margins, on
the modal peak gain, and on the closest-approach margin;
3) When KAPCH = 0, and the modal peak gain is greater than zero db,
constraints will be put on the front and backside phase margins and
on the modal peak gains but not on the closest-approach margin,
CHAPTER 3. THE STABILITY MARGIN COST FUNCTION
This chapter contains the definition of the so-called Stability
Margin cost function. The objective of this cost function is to attempt
to: (1) maximize all stability margins; (2) optimize the location of
the rigid-body closed-loop rotational roots; and (3) force all structural
bending modes to resonate near zero degrees phase. This cost function
(Y, ) is a weighted linear combination of the variable portion of the first
order terms in the Taylor series expansion of each element of the Margin
Array that is to be "maximized". Y, , which is given by the following
expression, is to be maximized.
n m 48
Yl
j=l t=l 1=1
where :
(1) j is the index of the autopilot variables (total of n) .
(2) t is the index of the time points or vehicle states (total of m) .
(3) i is the index of the elements of the Margin Array (i = 1 to 48) .
(4) X(j) is the j autopilot variable whose value is to be determined
by COEBRA.
^xr^ I iS the Partial derivative of the ith element of the
o
scaled MarOin Array at time t, with respect to X(j), evaluated at
(6) U(i,t): The purpose of this variable is to account for the
following definitions on the signs of the partial derivatives.
For all structural mode peak phases, the derivative is positive
in the phase lead direction. For all the stability margins
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including the root requirement, the derivative is positive when
the .scaled margin increases. Therefore: U(i,t) is unity for all
elements of the Margin Array except for the structural mode peak
phases. For the structural mode peak phases:
(a) U(i,t) = 4-1.0 if the mode peaks between 0° and -180°.
(b) U(i,t) = -1.0 if the mode peaks between 0° and +180°.
This is in keeping with the philosophy to seek to have all
structural modes resonate near zero degrees phase. NOTE: For
all structural modes, COEBRA will attempt to push each towards
its rtearest zero degree point.
(7) W(i,t): This is a weighting factor that is computed by COEBRA.
Generally, this weighting factor is the ratio of the desired
"margins" over the actual "margins". When WTYPE is unity, all
• the W(i,t)'s are set to unity. When WTYPE is zero, then
(a) for all elements of the Margin Array except for the structural
mode peak phases:
/•
= COSPEC(i)
where: (1) COSPEC(i) is the scaled objective of the i
margin.
(2) M(i,t) is the scaled nominal value of the i
margin at the t time point,
(b) for the structural mode peak phases:
antilog/-^ *SCALF(i)* |uM(i,t)J | -1.0
antilog /—^ *SCALF(i)* 90 degrees} -1.0
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where: (1) jUM(i,t) I is the absolute value in degrees, of
the nominal unsealed structural mode peak phase at
time t, and has a value between 0° and -1-180 .
(2) SCALF(i) is the scale factor or multiplying factor
that converts jUM(i,t) I to decibels. The main1
 o|
purpose of SCALF is to scale the elements of the
Margin Array so that gain margins and phase margins
can be treated together.
Note that W(i,t) for the structural mode peak phases is derived
from a real number scale that is referenced to 90 degrees. That
is, if the mode peaks between 0 and +90 or between 0 and -90 ,
then
0.0 £ W(i,t) < 1.0
If the mode peaks at +90° or -90°,
W(i,t) = 1.0
If the mode peaks between +90 and +180 or between -90 and -180 ,
1.0 <W(i,t) ^ (a value that depends on SCALF(i))
(8) WTFAC(i,t) is a weighting factor that is input by the user, that
will allow him to emphasize or de-emphasize certain elements of
YI relative to others. This array is an additional multiplicative
weighting factor to that which is provided by the WTYPE option.
This array also allows the user to "build-his-own" cost function
if the "built in" cost function will not solve his problem (See
Note 1 below).
The following are a series of important notes dealing with the formation
of the Stability Margin cost function.
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NOTE_1 The "built in" cost function is the result of the preset values
for WTFAC(i,t). These values, given next, are to be overridden
by the user if he so desires.
»
(a) 1.0 for the first three rigid body margins.
(b) 1.0 for all structural mode peak gains.
(c) 1.0 for all fuel slosh backside phase margins.
(d) 0.0 for all the other elements of the Margin Array from
i = 1 to 48.
In other words, if the user does not exercise the WTFAC option,
only the rigid body margins, the fuel slosh margins, and the
structural mode peak gains will get into the optimize-margins
cost function, with weighting factors given by W(i,t).
NOTE 2 WTFAC(i,t) not only allows the user to build his own cost function,
and emphasize" or de-emphasize certain elements, but it also allows
him to correct the following situation. When a time point is
entered into the problem two times, (e.g. once for fuel slosh,
and once for the rigid body gain margin), WTFAC(i,t) can be used
to keep identical margins from being entered into the cost
function twice, which has the effect of doubling their weights.
NOTE 3 The user must be warned not to include conflicting elements in
the cost function when he exercises the WTFAC option. An example
of this is a dual second mode, where the first peak resonates
at greater than 180° phase, and the second peak at less than 180
phase, and it is not possible to "push" them apart. NOTE: This
note is premature but will be very important on the second reading.
3.5
The IDMODE array (defined in COBDE namelist) might be used
to solve the conflict in the above example, by telling COEBRA
to simply ignore one of the dual second modes.
NOTE 4 The following is another example of using the WTFAC(i,t) array
to keep identical margins from being entered into the cost
function two or more times. It is possible for two or more
fuel slosh modes to have the same backside phase margin. Hence,
the WTFAC(i,t) elements for all of these slosh modes except one,
can be set to zero.
Chapter 4. The Load Relief Cost Function
Section 4.1 of this chapter presents the philosophy and the formula
that COEBRA uses for the cost function when optimizing the load relief
autopilot. Section 4.2 shows the airframe/autopilot equations that
COEBRA uses when setting up this cost function. Section 4.3 discusses
the so-called wind forcing function that COEBRA uses as the input to the
airframe/autopilot equations.
Sec^ tj.gig^ .^j.^  Formula for the Load Relief Cost Function
As stated earlier, COEBRA has two phases: (1) the so-called
"Maximize Margins" phase; and (2) the so-called "Load Relief Optimization"
phase. The only difference between these two phases is the cost function.
The matrix of constraint equations on the stability margins, on the closed-
loop roots and on the autopilot variables, remains the same for either of
the two phases.
Philosophy of the load relief cost function is as follows:
When the objective is maximize structural bending moment load relief
capability, the cost function is comprised of the response of the angle
of attack (ft) and the control deflections (6) due to a wind forcing
function (ft(jj)-r When the cost function is maximized, the peak values of
ft and ^ are minimized, thereby minimizing total structural bending moment
loads.
A separate linear transient response routine is used to calculate the
peak values of angle of attack (ftp) and control deflections (.dp) due to
ft (j . In order to save computer time, a linear transient response approach
was used, rather than a nonlinear time-varying trajectory simulation. For
illustration, if the user wants to optimize the load relief autopilot during the
portion of flight from "load-relief switch-in" to "max-q", he might
input airframe/autopilot data at the following two time points: (1) load
relief switch-in; and (2) max-q. COEBRA will then optimize the autopilot
based on a transient response at each of these two time points. That is,
COEBRA will calculate the rate of change of /$_ and ft „ with respect to
each autopilot variable at the time point of load relief switch-in and
at the time point of max-q. COEBRA will then form the cost function from
these sensitivities at these two time points. Via this method, hopefully
load relief optimization will also occur at all the intermediate time
points. Since COEBRA uses a linear transient response routine, the actual
values of Q and <j _ do not represent the values that would result from a
nonlinear time-varying simulation. However, the actual values are not really
germane. Only the trend or sensitivity with respect to the autopilot
variables is important.
As will be shown later', the load relief cost function will be formed
from a "weighted" linear combination of the sensitivities of ftp and <J Q
This is a reasonable definition, since it makes the cost function an equation
very similar to that used to compute total bending moment loads [Harris, 4J:
Total Bending Moment Load = K ft (t) + K £ (t) + f (gusts, buffets, etc.)
By a judicious choice of the wind profile that is used to force the linearized
equations at each flight time, a load relief autopilot can be designed that
possesses a good response characteristic to both low frequency and high
frequency winds.
When the user desires to optimize load relief capability, he sets the
flag LOADOP to unity and he supplies the necessary airframe/autopilot data
needed to form the load relief function. As with the stability margin cost
function, the load relief cost function (¥„) is a weighted linear combination
of the variable portion of the first order terms in the Taylor Series.
4.3
Y is given as follows: 51
T T T fY
 = t-t f-~i t~i L
2 j t i=49 1
dM(i,t)
o
In the above expression:
(1) j refers to the summation over .all the autopilot variables
denoted X(j). (Note that COEBRA will optimize the value of
(2) t refers to the summation over all the time points or vehicle
states.
(3) i refers to the element of the so-called Margin Array table
that was defined in Chapter 1. When i = 49, M (i,t) is the peak
value of the angle of attack (/j^ ) at the t time point. Similarly,
when i = 50, M (50, t) is the peak value of the yaw (or pitch) control
device deflection (<J ). Finally, M (51, t) is the peak value of
the roll control device deflection (i p^) if the yaw/roll coupled
airframe/autopilot equations are used when setting up the cost
function.
(4) WTFAC (i,t) refers to arbitrary weighting factors that are input
by the user. (Note: WTFAC (i,t) for i = 49, 50 and 51 has a preset
value of unity to be overridden by the user).
(5) F dM (i.t)'I" a[ ax o) is the partial derivative of M (i,t) with respect to
!o
the j autopilot variable, evaluated at X (j) , the present nominal
value of the j autopilot variable. As, with stability margins, the
method of finite differences is used to compute the partial derivatives
of /5,j > 6 j, n and 6$p with respect to each autopilot variable.
4.4
In conclusion, when maximizing load relief capability, the COEBRA
design algorithm will maximize the negative of Y in the presence of the
constraint equations on the minimum allowed gain/phase stability margins
and closed-loop root locations, and on the allowed ranges of the individual
autopilot variables. Note that multiple time point design is handled just
as it is when maximizing stability margins.
4.5
Section 4.2 Load Relief Airframe/Autopilot Equations
Figure 4.1 defines the linearized airframe equations that are used
to calculate fin , 6^p , and 64 p • The five equations of Figure 4.1 are:
(1) The normal force equation, where/?(s) is the Laplace Transform of
/?(t) and ft (s)is the Laplace Transform of the wind that will be
defined in Section 4.3.
(2) The yaw (or pitch) moment equation where tf^ is the perturbated
yaw attitude.
(3) The accelerometer equation which defines the output (V )
. ace
of a lateral body-mounted accelerometer located a distance L.Y
from the center of gravity.
(4) The yaw (or pitch) control law which is really the load relief
autopilot control law. The parameters denoted A.(s) and A (s)
contain the gains and filters that are used in the load relief
autopilot. COEBRA optimizes load relief by varying the gains and
filters in this control law. Chapter 7 will discuss how the user
inputs the initial values for these gains and filters. It is not necessary
to use all of the parameters in this control law. Chapter 7 will
also explain how additional filtering may be used in this control
law. This additional filtering (e.g.filters in the attitude loop
(K_) and in the rate loops (K ^no^can be usec^ to calculate
stability margins, but it is assumed that this additional filtering
will not affect load relief capability. Hence, this additional
filtering will not be used to calculate ftp , 6 \p p an^ * <t> P
This additional filtering will only be used to "meet" stability
margin requirements.
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(5) The roll moment equation, where ^P^ is the linearized roll attitude.
This equation can be used when yaw/roll coupling is not negligible
and is needed when designing the yaw load relief autopilot.
(6) The roll control law which is also used when yaw/roll coupling is
important. A (s) contains the roll attitude gain (K™) and the
roll rate gain (KnR) that are used in the assumed roll control law.
These gains are treated as constants since COEBRA only uses this
equation to define yaw/roll coupling. In other words, K^ and K^^
are not considered a part of the load relief autopilot.
The equations of Figure 4.1 ignore structural bending and fuel slosh modes,
since the rigid-body angle of attack and control deflections are the principal
factors in determining structural bending moment loads. Another reason for using
only rigid-body equations and, in fact, for using only these specific airframe/
autopilot equations, was to minimize computer time. The COEBRA program does not
invert the matrix of Figure 4.1. The matrix was inverted by hand, and this "manual
inversion" was programmed .in such a manner that all COEBRA does is compute S-plane
polynomial coefficients from the input data, factor these numerator and denominator
polynomials, compute residues, and insert values of time in order to calculate flpj
&iitp and 9nsp . If the equations of. Figure 4.1 were generalized so that COEBRA
would have to invert the matrix, this would result in a marked increase in computer
time, and is left as a possible future item in the development of COEBRA. In fact,
the reason for optimizing the load relief autopilot via a linear transient response
approach that uses rather restricted and fixed airframe/autopilot equations, is to
minimize computer time. The examples contained in Volume I of this report, demon-
strate that this rather restricted approach is effective for at least a certain
class of.vehicles like Martin Marietta Corporation's Titan booster.
4.9
The equations of Figure 4.1 also assume a single control torque
source for yaw ( 6,/, ^  at*d a single control torque source for roll ( 5 4, ).
By appropriate input data, these sources can be either: (1) thrust vector
control via gimballed engines, secondary injection, or jet vanes; or
(2) control via aerodynamic surfaces. Also, the equations of Figure 4.1
include yaw/roll coupling from inertial and aerodynamic effects, as well
as from control effects.
The equations of Figure 4.1 can be used for pitch only, by simply
using the indicated yaw plane notation and sign convention, and by not
inputting roll data. Obviously, these equations can also be used for yaw
only, by simply not inputting the roll data.
As stated earlier, Chapter 7 explains how the user inputs the initial
values for the yaw (or pitch) control law gains and filters. The airframe
and the roll autopilot parameters that are needed in Figure 4.1, are input via
the COBDE namelist. Since the equations of Figure 4.1 are to be used for the
pitch plane AS well as for the yaw/roll plane, the following sign convention
is used in order to avoid confusion between pitch and yaw.
The usudi sign convention for forces and moments is:
o
(1) a positive X-axis force points "out the nose";
(2) a positive sideforce is "out the right wing";
(3) a positive normal force is "down";
(4) a positive pitching moment is "nose up";
(5) a positive yawing moment is "nose right"; and
(6) a positive rolling moment is clockwise looking forward.
With this in mind, all COEBRA data is input as positive values for an
aerodynamically unstable vehicle (negative C or positive C )with aT\A m«
positive dihedral effect (negative cog), and with "normal" control torque
sources. By "normal".control torque sources is meant:
4.10
(1) a positive yaw deflection produces a negative sideforce, a positive
yawing moment, and a negative rolling moment; (2) a positive pitch deflection
produces a positive normal force, a positive pitching moment, and zero
rolling moment; and (3) a positive roll deflection produces a negligible
sideforce, a negative yawing moment, and a positive rolling moment. If
any of these conditions are not satisfied} the user must compensate by making
the appropriate changes in the signs of the input data. For example, if the
vehicle is aerodynamically stable (positive C or negative C ), the
np mo<
corresponding COBDE namelist parameter, i.e., CNB, is input with a negative
sign. Table 4.1 defines the coefficients in Figure 4.1, explains the sign
convention that is used, and explains how these coefficients are related to
the data that is input via the COBDE namelist. A complete summary (with
definitions)of these parameters is also contained in Chapter 10.
From the equations of Figure 4.1 and the wind forcing function that
will be defined in Section 4.3, COEBRA computes the 3 peak values: ftp ,
dtyp, and 6. . The autopilot sensitivities of 0ft , 6<j, p and 5^ from each
time point are then used to form the load relief cost function. Via the
so-called "LRCASE" option, the user does have control over which combination
of the 3 peak values COEBRA is to compute. LRCASE is a COBDE namelist
parameter, and if LOADOP=1, and:
(1) LRCASE (1) ^ 0, COEBRA will compute 0p ;
(2) LRCASE (2) ^0, COEBRA will compute 8,p; and
(3) LRCASE (3) / 0, COEBRA will compute 8, .
<Pp
In addition, the user may direct COEBRA to compute the peak values, but need
not allow all of them to get into the cost function, simply by exercising the
WTFAC (i,t) array.
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This section will conclude with the following note. The 3 peak
values ( ftp ,6^n and 5^-) are computed via the S-plane equations of
Figure 4.1. When designing an analog autopilot, stability margins, etc.,
are also computed via the S-plane. But with the digital autopilot, margins,
etc., are computed via the W-plane. Therefore, with the digital system,
autopilot filters must be transformed between the S and W-planes for
compatibility between the subroutine that calculates the W-plane frequency
response and the subroutine that calculates the time response via S-plane
equations.
Because of the simplified model, only the filters in the accelerometer
and in the derived attitude acceleration feedback loops require transformation
via the following equation:
(Time constant in S-plane) = Tg * (Time consfcant in w.plane)
2
where T is the sampling period. This simplified formula is valid since
s
the filters in the load relief loop and in the derived attitude acceleration
loop always have extremely low break frequencies. The gains in the autopilot
require no transformation.
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Section 4.3 The Wind Forcing Function
The wind forcing function is a four segment piecewise-linear function of
time. A typical shape for ft^ (t) is shown in Figure 4.2, where the user
inputs the slopes denoted as Ul, U2, U3, and U4, and the break-times denoted
as TW1, TW2 and TW3.
TW1 TW2 TW3
Figure 4.2 The Wind Forcing Function
• The general shape of &. (t) is fixed, but the user has control over
such things as the "size" or "weighting" of the wind shear relative to the
total wind profile. As can be seen, ft (t) is a series of steps and/or
ramps that can be made to approximate the shape of the commonly used
synthetic wind profile [Harris, 4J . As stated earlier, by a judicious choice
of this wind profile, a load relief autopilot can be designed that possesses
a good response characteristic to both low frequency and high frequency winds.
By careful selection of the slopes and break times, the user may choose
any relative effective frequency content that he wishes. The following, values
represent the typical wind profile that is preset in COEBRA, to be overridden
by the user.
(a) Ul = .0021 rad/sec.
(b) U2 = .01 rad/sec.
(c) U3 = .0228 rad/sec.
(d) U4 =-.0038 rad/sec.
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(e) TW1 = 40. sec.
(f) TW2 = 52.5 sec.
(g) TW3 = 55. sec.
To minimize machine time used in computing the time responses, a
full response is computed only for the nominal case. This "full response"
is computed from TSTART to TSTOP. When computing the peaks for the partial
derivatives, COEBRA searches only a very small time region: The time at which
the nominal case peak occurred is stored and a search is done in a small
region about this time for the disturbed case. The two input parameters of
interest here are DELT which is the computational time increment, and DINCRE
which is the number of increments on either side of the time of the nominal
peaks over which COEBRA searches for the disturbed peak. The. preset values
(to be overridden by the user) are:
TSTART = 30 sec
TSTOP = 70 sec
DELT = .05 sec
DINCRE = 10
All nominal case time responses are plotted for each time point. Also,
the peaks of ft , ft .. and $ need not occur at the same time. •
Chapter 5. Autopilot Variable Constraint Equations
Section 5.1 The Constraint Equation
For each autopilot variable, X(j), the following is the detailed
expression of the autopilot variable constraint equation.
MAX £ (1+P)"1 *X(j)0, XMIN(j)]^  X(J)$MIN£ (l+P)*X(j)0 , XMAX(j)j
for j = 1, ..., n
Where:
1) X(j) is the j autopilot variable, whose value is to be
optimized by COEBRA. X(j)Q refers to the value of X(j) at
the beginning of the so-called Major Iteration. Note that
the point defined by X(j)Q for all j, is the point about which
the partial derivatives are computed, and the Taylor Series is
expanded.
2) P refers to the autopilot variable step-size, and has the same
value for all the autopilot variables.
3) The XMIN(j) and XMAX(j) arrays refer to the minimum and maximum
values ever allowed for X(j).
In words, if XMIN and XMAX are not encountered on a particular iteration,
the above constraint equation says that X(j) is allowed to vary no more than
about +P7o from X(j)Q on any iteration. Since it is desirable to maximize the
step-size on each iteration, thereby getting the maximum "mileage" out of
each set of partial derivatives, it is desirable to have a Minor Loop that
increases the size of P until improvement in that "search direction" is no
longer possible. In other words, the Minor Loop serves to maximize the
the autopilot variable step-size. In maximizing P, the Minor Loop uses two
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"indicators": (1) a counter that keeps track of the number of stability
margins that are already met, and (2) a figure-of-merit that is a linear
combination of the actual margins. The so-called Margin Counter and Figure-
of-Merit are used as follows:
1) If the value of the Margin Counter increases, the value of P can
be increased regardless of the value of the Figure-of-Merit.
2) If the value of the Margin Counter does not change, the Figure-
of-Merit is used to decide whether P should be increased or
decreased.
3) If the value of the Margin Counter decreases, P must be reduced.
The procedure for changing the value of P, is either to double it or
to average the present P with the "best-so-far" P.
In the optimization of the value of. P, the input parameter PSMALL
serves as a convergence criteria on two items:
1) PSMALL is the smallest value allowed for P. COEBRA will terminate
\
when P.becomes less than PSMALL, since this means that the present
nominal autopilot (the autopilot at the beginning of this major
iteration) is the best autopilot that can be obtained.
2) PSMALL is the smallest value allowed for AP which is defined as
| P(present) -P(last) I . When AP becomes less than PSMALL,
COEBRA will begin the next major iteration.
By inputting PSMALL with the same value as the initial value of P,
the minor loop will be bypassed. The initial value of P will then be used
unchanged on each ma1 or iteration.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5, of Volume I a major benefit
of the minor loop is that it allows the algorithm to converge steadily to an
5.3
"interior" optimum. This is explained as follows. Since the solution to
the linear programming problem always lies at a vertex of the feasible region
defined by the constraint equations it is the Minor Loop that allows the
algorithm to converge to a local optimum that is interior to the stability
margin constraint equations.
Section 5.2 Definitions of the Margin Counter and Figure-of-Merit
Referring to the Margin Array of Chapter 1, the only elements of that
array that can be included in the Margin Counter and the Figure-of-Merit are:
1) The 3 rigid-body margins and the phase margin crossover frequency;
2) For the 1st and 2nd structural modes, the front and backside phase
margins, and the closest-approach;
3) For the 3rd to the 8th structural modes, the modal peak gain; and
4) For the fuel slosh modes, the backside phase margins.
Section 5.2.1 The Margin Counter
The i candidate element of the Margin Array, M(i), is counted by
the Margin Counter if: (1) M(i), exceeds its "toleranced" SPEC value;
and 2) the ith element of the WTMARG array is not equal to zero. The so-
called "toleranced" SPEC value is defined as
(1-TOLMAC) * SPEC (i)
The tolerance is applied to SPEC in order to avoid oscillations in the Margin
Counter.
NOTE: WTMARG and TOLMAC are input parameters.
Table 5.1 shows the so-called weighting values given to each element in the
Margin Counter. For example, if the 3 rigid-body margins and the frontside
phase margin of a stable 1st structural mode were the only elements that
exceeded their "toleranced" SPEC values, the Margin Counter would equal 7.
This assumes that the corresponding values of the WTMARG array were not equal
to zero.
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Table 5.1 Weighting Values in the Margin Counter
Weighting Value Candidate Element of Margin Array
2
1
for each of the 3 rigid-body margins
for each front and backside phase
margin of the 1st and 2nd structural
modes if the modes are stable.*
for each closest-approach margin of
the 1st and 2nd structural modes if the
modes are stable.*
for each peak gain of structural
modes 3 to 80
for each backside phase margin of the
fuel slosh modes.
for the rigid-body phase margin cross-
over frequency.
*If a first or second structural mode is unstable, nothing is counted for
that mode. Also, the front and backside phase margins are mutually exclusive
with the closest-approach margin. If the mode resonates above zero db, only
the front and backside phase margins are eligible to be counted. If the mode
resonates below zero db, obviously only the closest-approach margin is eligible.
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Section i.2.2 The Figure-of-Merit
Whereas there is only one Margin Counter, there are two Figures-of-
Merit: (1) a figure-of-tnerit (FM^) for the phase of COEBRA where stability
margins are to be optimized; and (2) a different figure-of-merit (FM£) for
the phase of COEBRA where the objective is to maximize structural bending
moment load relief capability. For the "optimize margins" phase:
FM1=^WTMARG(i)*MIN £eOSPEC(i), M(i)|
where: **
1) The summation is carried out over all time points, and over
all the "candidate" elements of the Margin Array for i = 1 to
48. These "candidate" elements are summarized in Table 5.2;
2) WTMARG is an array of weighting factors that is input by the
user; and
3) COSPEC is the array of desired objectives? that is also included
in the Cost Function (Chapter 3).
In other words, as discussed in Volume I, the figure-of-merit (FM^ )
is "rewarded" for each value of i, only up to a certain value (given by COSPEC).
Note also that COSPEC and M(i), are scaled when they are included in the figure-
of-merit.
For the "load relief optimization" phase:
FM2 =]TwTMARG(i)*M(i)
Where:
1) The summation is carried out over all time points, and for i = 49,
50, and 51 (depending on the LRCOST array).
2) M(49) is of course the peak value of the angle of sideslip.
M(50) and M(51) are the peak values of the control deflections
in yaw and roll respectively.
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Table 5.2 Candidate Elements for
(1) Each of the 3 rigid-body margins.
(2) For stable 1st or 2nd structural modes, the closest
approach margin.
(3) For unstable 1st or 2nd structural modes, the unstable
front or backside phase margin.
(4) The peak gain of structural modes 3 to 8.
(5) The backside phase margin of each fuel slosh mode.
(6) The rigid-body phase margin crossover frequency.
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Section 5.3 Termination
This section discusses the 4 ways in which the optimization process
can be terminated.
1) The first way might be referred to as self-termination. This
occurs when P becomes less than PSMALL due to the following two
situations:
a) when the Margin Counter always decreases for any value
of P that is greater than PSMALL; and
b) when the figure-of-merit (FM) is used to "break ties" and
the following relationship is not satisfied:
FM (present) ^ (l+TOLFGM)*FM(last)
where TOLFGM is an input parameter.
This relationship will not be satisfied when all M(i) exceed
their COSPEC values (which means that no further improvement
. is desired), or when all M(i) do not increase sufficiently
(which means that no further improvement is possible). For
this latter case, if all margins do not yet meet their require-
ments, the user must then either (1) try another initial condition
for the autopilot variables, (2) add more complexity to the auto-
pilot, and/or (3) relax some of the design requirements and/or
alter some of the design objectives.
2) The second method of termination is when NITER major iterations
have been completed. (NITER is an input parameter.)
3) The third way is when the user's estimated computer run time is
exceeded.
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4) The fourth way is due to various error messages like:
a) shutdown because the user's first guess autopilot does
not lie within the range of XMIN to XMAX; and
b) shutdown due to the nearly impossible situation where STEP
(defined in Chapter 2) goes to zero and no feasible solution
can be achieved.
Chapter 6. The QD030 Phase
The user inputs the initial autopilot for COEBRA via the INDATA
namelist of the QD030 phase of the program. However, the QD030 phase may
be run by itself. This chapter describes the QD030 phase.
Section 6.1 The QD030 Block Diagram
Figure 6.1 is the block diagram that is used by the QD030 phase of
the program. COEBRA assumes that the autopilot gains and filters are located
in Blocks A thru N. When running COEBRA, the air frame transfer functions
(including the actuator/engine) may appear anywhere in Blocks A thru U. But
normally, they will be input in Blocks 0 thru U, with the denominator input
into Block 0, and the numerators input into Blocks P thru U. When running
the QD030 by itself, airframe and autopilot transfer functions may, of course,
appear anywhere.
Obviously, all transfer functions may be defined in either the S-plane
or the W-plane. COEBRA assumes everything in Blocks A thru U is input in
Bode form, i.e., time constants, effective damping ratios, and undamped natural
frequencies. However, when running QD030 by itself, only Block 0 thru U need
be in Bode form. For the QD030 phase by itself, Blocks A thru N may contain
data in polynominal form.
COEBRA optimizes the total open-loop frequency response. The QD030
by itself can compute 13 different open and closed-loop transfer functions,
and run frequency and transient responses on any of them. The closed-loop
transfer functions assume that all feedback loops are closed, and that the
system is forced byui. The open-loop transfer functions assume that (7i = 0,
and that the open-loop forcing function is 0^. It is emphasized again that
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COEBRA deals only with the total open-loop transfer function defined by °f / ^
Table 6.1 summarizes the 13 open and closed-loop transfer functions that the
QD030 phase can compute.
As mentioned earlier, COEBRA assumes everything is input in Bode form.
Table 6.2 lists the INDATA namelist names that are associated with Bode form
input to Blocks A thru U. Following the INDATA namelist name, the data in
each block is input in the following order:
1) No. of real roots in the numerator
2) No. of complex pairs in the numerator
3) No. of free S's (or free W's) in the numerator
4) No. of real roots in the denominator
5) No. of complex pairs in the denominator
6) No. of free S's (or free W's) in the denominator
7) Bode gain
8) Thru
numerator real roots
numerator complex pairs
denominator real roots (f)
denominator complex pairs.
For example, assume the following Bode form transfer function is put into
Block C:
c (3 Q) (1+0.4S) (1+0.3S) (S) (S)
'
 U+0.2S)
Associated input:
RC = 2., 0., 2., 1., 1., 0., 3., .4, .3, .2, .1, 20.,
Table 6.1 QD030 Transfer Functions
6.4
Case Number Closed-Loop Cases
1
2
3
4
5
6
r/
«i
Case Number Open-Loop Cases
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
i = GOPI
j = FGOQJ
k = EFGORK
1 = DEFGOSL
m = CDEFGOHTM
n = BCDEFGOHUN
Sf/S. = i+j+k+1+m+n
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Table 6.2 INDATA Namelist Names for the Bode Form
INDATA Namelist Name Block
RA
RB
RC
•
•
RO*
•
•
RT
RU
A
B
C
T
U
* Block 0 is restricted to denominator roots only.
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Table 6.3 lists the INDATA namelist names that are associated with
so-called polynotninal form input that can be used in Blocks A thru N when
running the QD030 by itself. Following the INDATA namelist name, the data
in each block is input in the following order:
1) The degree of the numerator
2) The degree of the denominator
3) The gain factor
4) Thru
All coefficients of the numerator in ascending
orders of powers
All coefficients of the denominator in ascending
orders of powers
For example, assume the following polynomial form transfer function is put into
Block C:
C = (6.0) (5.OS3 + 3.OS2 -1.0)
(4.OS2 -2.OS)
associated input:
PC = 3., 2., 6., -1., 0., 3., 5., 0., -2., 4.,
Section 6.2 Additional INDATA Namelist Variables
This section will define the additional INDATA namelist variables
besides those contained in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. It is noted that in the optim-
ization phase, COEBRA uses only the variables in Table 6.2 and the variables
defined below as SLOW and UPPER. Of course, all of the INDATA namelist variables
are applicable when running the QD030 phase by itself. If preset values are
indicated, they can be overridden by the user if he so desires.
Table 6.3 INDATA Namelist Names for Polynomial Form
INDATA Namelist Name
PA
PB
PC
PM
PN
Block
A
B
C
M
N
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iLj%sJL_J-LOW, Floating point,, preset value = .01
All frequency responses will be calculated using SLOW (radians per
second) as the lower limit on the frequency,,
6i.2.2 UPPER? Floating point, preset value = 1000.
All frequency responses will be calculated between the limits SLOW
and UPPER (radians per second)„
JLJLJJ3£AjjE, Fixed point
The transfer functions (or cases) to be computed. Refer to Table 6.1.
6C204 NFREQ. Fixed point
Having computed the transfer functions (via NCASE), NFREQ specifies
those transfer functions on which a frequency response is to be calculated. If
plots are desired, the negative of the transfer function number must be input.
4.2.5 NTRAN. Fixed point
Having computed the transfer functions (via NCASE), NTRAN specifies
those transfer functions on which a transient response is to be calculated.
If plots are desired? the negative of the transfer function number must be
input.
6.2.6 BT. Floating point
The starting time for the transient response.
6^ 2.7 DT. Floating point
The time increment for the transient response.
JL2.8 FT. Floating point
The final time for the transient response-.
6.2.9 NUMZ. Fixed point
Number of free'S's(or Wts)to be added to the numerator before computing
the transient response.
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6.2.10 KDENZ. Fixed point
Number of free S's (or W's) to be added to the denominator before
computing the transient response.
6.2.11 TOL. Floating point
Tolerance by which roots in the numerator and denominator are cancelled
before computing the transient response.
6.2.12 DAMP. Floating point
Any underdamped quadratic roots in the denominator of the total open
loop transfer function (CASE 13) that have an effective damping ratio with an
absolute value less than DAMP, are considered to be bending or fuel slosh modes.
The namelist variable called the IDMODE array is then used to identify the modal
type (e.g., 1st mode, etc.) to be associated with each quadratic pair that is
selected by DAMP. DAMP serves to eliminate from consideration as modes, things
such as sensor dynamics, autopilot filters and prefilters, and even certain
modes including perhaps the engine.
6.2.13 AMPOUT. Floating point
Modes that are selected by DAMP whose peaks resonate below AMPOUT, are
not considered when calculating stability margins via the INDATA variables
called KASK, KVECT, and KVECPL. Units on AMPOUT are in decibels, i.e., if
AMPOUT = -20., modes that resonate below -20. decibels will not be considered.
6.2.14 IDMODE (k). Integer Array (8 dimensional)
Referring to the underdamped quadratic roots in the denominator of
the total open loop transfer function (CASE 13), any root-pair whose damping
ratio is less than DAMP is considered to be from a structural bending or fuel
slosh mode. The program lists these bending and fuel slosh modes according to
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frequency, beginning with the lowest frequency. The IDMODE (k) array is
then used to identify these modes according to this ordered list, beginning
with the lowest frequency.
IDMODE (k) = 1, if the k1" mode is a first structural mode.
IDMODE (k) = 2, if the k mode is a second structural mode.
etc., until
IDMODE (k) = 8, if the kth mode is an eighth structural mode.
IDMODE (k) = 10 or higher, if the kth mode is a fuel slosh mode.
IDMODE (k) = 0, if the kL mode is to be ignored.
NOTE: When identifying these modes, they need not be ordered according
to frequency, e.g., the 1st mode may be higher in frequency than
the 3rd mode, or the 4th mode may be lower in frequency than the
slosh modes, etc. The exception to this is the 2nd mode, which
must be run with something identified as a 1st mode that is
lower in frequency, and something identified as a higher mode
that is higher in frequency.
6.2.15 KASK. Fixed point, preset value = 1
If KASK = 1, this enables printout at the end of each CASE 13 frequency
response of the following stability margins:
1) Aerodynamic gain margin
2) Rigid-body gain margin
3) Rigid-body phase margin
4) The following modal margins, where IDMODE and DAMP identify whether
the modes are structural or fuel slosh.
a) Amplitude of all structural mode peaks
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b) Foont and backside phase margins of the 1st and 2nd
structural modes.
c) Backside phase margins of the slosh modes.
If KASK = 0, this flag is disabled.
6.2.16 KVECT. Fixed point, preset value (disable value) = 0
If KVECT =» 1:
1) Polar coordinate plots of the open loop cases asked for by NFREQ
are generated at the frequency of each of the stability margins
generated by KASK. Since this option works in conjunction with
KASK., KASK must be set to unity.
2) Polar vector plots will be generated at up to 10 user specified,
frequencies supplied by FQVECT in radians per second.
3) In addition to the above, a summary of the plotted vectors is printed
out.
6.2.17 FQVECT. Floating point array (10 dimensional)
FQVECT is an array of frequencies (in radians per second) that is
input by the user. At each of these frequencies, the program will compute
and plot all the vectors that are called for by NFREQ.
6.2.18 KVECPL., Fixed point, preset value (disable value) = 1
If KVECPL = 0, the plots generated by the KVECT option will be suppressed.
However, the vector plot summary will still be printed out.
6.2.19 NFLAGG. Fixed point
If NFLAGG = 0, this implies that immediately following this QD030 case
will be another QD030 case that will use the same data that is input into
Blocks 0 thru U, but different data for Blocks A thru N. Hence, Blocks A
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thru H will be reset to unity, and Blocks I thru N will be reset to zero.
If MFIAGG == 1, all QD030 Blocks will be reset to their initial values,
i.e., Blocks A thru H will be reset to unity, Blocks I thru N will be reset
to zero, Block 0 will be reset to unity, an'd Blocks P thru U will be reset
to zero.
6.2.20 In conclusion, the options NCASE, NFREQ, NTRAN, KASK, etc., are not
executed during COEBRA's optimization phase, but can be executed when the
optimization process terminates. In other words, when optimization is term-
inated, the program will return to the INDATA namelist and execute all the
options that are called for.
Section 6.3 QD030 Input Instructions
1) If QD030 is run without the COEBRA optimization phase, the first card
must be:
Col. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Q D 0 3 0
2) The second card is a title card and will be printed at the top of
each page of output. There must not be a $ as the first character
of the title card in column two.
3) The title card is followed by the input data as defined in Sections
6.1 and 6.2.
The input data must have a $ as the first character in the first card.
The dollar sign is placed in column two and is immediately followed by the
word INDATA. $INDATA must be followed by at least one blank. The data is
then placed in columns 10 thru 80. The data items must be separated by
commas: however, the use of a comma after the last item is optional.
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The end of the data group is indicated by $END beginning in column 2 of a
new card.
If more than one card is needed for input data, the last item of each
card must be constant followed by a comma. Blanks are permissible between
the comma and the next data value. Blanks are prohibited between digits of
a data value. The succeeding card must not have a $ in column two and may
start in any column except column one. Each successive card will continue
with the data elements of input. The data on a continuation card may end in any
column.
The form data may take is either as its input variable name or its equiv-
alent array element name. The form is variable name = constant. Subscripts
must be integer constants. When the input is in an array in sequentially
ascending steps, the form is variable name = constant, constant, ....
4) Transfer function input to Blocks 0 thru U must be in Bode form.
Block 0 is used for the common denominator of Blocks P thru U as
is suggested by their relative positions in the block diagram.
Therefore, only denominator dynamics are allowed in Block 0. If
only a portion of the common denominator of Blocks P thru U is input
to Block 0, the program will extract the remaining common roots and
store them in Block 0.
5) When running QD030 by itself, transfer function input to Blocks
A thru N may be in polynomial or Bode form.
NOTE: When running COEBRA's optimization phase, only Bode form
may be used.
6) The program initializes all forward loop blocks (A thru H and 0)
to a unity transfer function, and all feedback blocks (I thru N
and P thru U) to a zero transfer function.
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Section 6.4 QDQ30 Output Data
The transfer functions that are computed by the QD030 are output in
three (3) forms:
1) Form A, Polynomial Form:
^ (Gain)Sk (l+aiS+a2S2 +. . . aS*)
stn(i+b1s+. . .bnsn)
2) Form B, Bode form:
First lines: time constants and free S's (or W's)
(denoted by zeros)
Last lines: pairs of damping ratios and natural frequencies.
3) Form C? Root Locus Form:
First lines: frequencies of the real roots
Last lines: pairs of real parts of the roots and imaginary
parts of the roots.
The following is a list of the output in the order in which it
appears :
1) Title and page number
2) Input data for Blocks A thru U
3) Transient responses
a) Case number
b) Transfer function in Forms A? B and C
c) Partial Fraction Expansion
d) Transient Response
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4) Frequency Responses
a) Case number
b) Transfer function in Forms A} B and C
c) Frequency Response
5) Stability Margin Summary and Printout of Vector Plots
Section 6.5 Error Comments
This section briefly defines some error comments that may appear.
xxxxUSER INPUT ERRORxxxx This is the heading that will be output if the
program finds an error in the input. Following this heading the user will
find one of the following messages. These messages are explained below:
1) Element xx is equal to zero.
2) In the xx element, the absolute value of the effective damping
ratio of the complex pair is LE 0 or GE 1.
3) Gain is equal to zero.
4) Highest degree of polynomial is equal to zero.
5) Inconsistency between NTYPE array and root input.
6) Inconsistency in IDMODE array input.
The messages 1) and 2) are generated by subroutine CKROOT. This routine
checks the user's root input for proper form. These messages will be printed
directly below the input if they are applicable to that case.
The messages 3) and 4) are generated by subroutine CKPOLY. This routine
checks the user's polynominal input for proper form. These follow the output
as above.
Message 5) is generated by subroutine CKLPRV. This routine checks
for consistency between NTYPE array input and the root input.
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Message 6) is generated by subroutine CKIDEN. This routine checks
the IDMODE array for proper form.
All of the user's input data is checked} and if any of these messages
appear, the program is terminated and user should correct all input errors
before resubmittal.
CHAPTER 7. ALLOWED AUTOPILOT CONFIGURATION-
This chapter is written assuming that the reader has read Chapter 6,
and understands how to use the INDATA namelist. The INDATA namelist is used
to input the initial autopilot. Section 7.1 discusses how the user defines
this initial autopilot to the COEBRA optimization routines. Section 7.2
contains additional items that are required in order to define the configuration
of the load relief and/or drift minimum autopilots. Section 7.3 contains a
discussion of the so-called ROOTCH subroutine that allows COEBRA to change a
quadratic filter into 2 single break fliters, or vice versa.
Section 7.1 Defining the Initial Autopilot
This section discusses how the user defines the initial autopilot to
COEBRA, The items in this section are applicable to both phases of COEBRA,
namely, stability margin optimization and so-called load relief optimization.
Section 7.2 will discuss the additional items that are needed to define the
load relief autopilot to COEBRA.
The user inputs the autopilot parameters via the INDATA namelist, into
any of the QD030 blocks A through N (see Figure 6.1 in Chapter 6). COEBRA deals
with the autopilot parameters in Bode form, i.e., time constants for single
break filters, and effective damping ratios and undamped natural frequencies
for quadratic break filters.
In order to allow for multiple time point design, three types of designa-
tions are assigned to the autopilot parameters (assigned by the NTYPE(j) array
defined later). Each autopilot parameter (Bode gain, time constant, damping
ratio, or natural frequency) is one of the following:
(1) Constant, whose value is not to be altered by COEBRA.
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(2) Stand-alone variable^ whose value, when, altered by COEBRA,
need not be the same as the parameter that appears in the
same block and element location at the immediately preceeding
time point.
(3) Common variable, whose value, when altered by COEBRA, must be
the same as the variable that appears in the same QD030 block
and element location at the preceeding time point.
The user may input parameters (variables and constants) and free S's
into any of the QD030 blocks A through N (see Figure 6.1). The following
discussion shows the general configuration allowed for the autopilot variables.
In each block, a maximum of 41 variables is allowed, and these may be configured
as follows :
K (10 - 1st order functions) (5-2nd order functions)
(10 - 1st order functions) (5-2nd order functions)
Note that this is the maximum configuration allowed for the variables (s'tand-
alones and commons). Any parameter that appears outside the allowed field
must be designated as a constant. Also, free S's may appear, but are
not assigned a parameter type. The first order functions are specified by a
single parameter, the time constant ("^ ), and the second order functions by
two parameters, effective damping ratio (Y ) and undamped natural frequency
For example, if, in the numerator of a block, it is desired to have
10 variable single break filters, 1 constant single break filter, 1 variable
quadratic pair of roots, 1 constant quadratic pair of roots, and a free S, the
numerator will be configured as follows:
<rt) (r2) <r3> <r4) (r5) <r6> <r7> <r8) <r9)(r10) <rn) (\l^ l)(
Where: (l)Y^  through?^ are the variable single break filters.
(2) Tii must be the constant single break filter.
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(3) (Tp61 )^ ma7 be designated as either the yarlable
or the constant quadratic pair.
(4) (^ 2*^ 2) raay a^-so be designated as either the variable
or the constant quadratic pair.
NOTE #1; f and u> of a quadratic pair need not have the same type designation.
For example, y may be a constant and u^ may be a variable or vice
versa. Obviously, y and uj may both be constants or may both be
var iables.
NOTE #2; COEBRA is dimensioned for a maximum of 60 parameters (not including
free S's) per time point, including a maximum of 50 variables
(stand-alones and commons).
NOTE #3: All of the gains and filters that are denoted as variables must
have positive values. Constants may have negative values. If a
variable gain must have a negative value, the minus sign must be
accounted for in another QD030 block where the minus gain can be
designated as a constant. For example, if the variable gain in
Block K must be negative, the user must put minus-one gains
(designated as constants) in blocks D and E.
The following is a discussion of how the parameter "type designations"
are assigned.
In the input namelist called COBDE, which is input for each time
point:
(1) NTOTAL is the total number of parameters (variables and
constants) for this time point;
(2) NTYPE(j) is a compressed array that identifies the type of
each parameter at this time point. This array corresponds
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to the parameters in the order in which they are input
in the QD030 (INDATA namelist). This array must identify
even those constants that lie outside the allowed field.
NTYPE(j) = 0 if the ^  parameter is a constant.
= 1 if the 2 parameter is a common variable.
= -1 if the j parameter is a stamd-alone variable.
Note that for the first time point entered, only O's and -1's can
be used in the NTYPE(j) array.
NTOTAL and NTYPE(j) are used to identify gains, time constants,
damping ratios and natural frequencies, but are not used to identify free S's.
Finally, at the beginning of each run, QD030 blocks A through H are each
initialized with unity gain and no roots. QD030 blocks I through N are each
initialized with zero gain and no roots. Hence:
(a) if in blocks A through H, any block contains roots (including
free S's) and/or a gain not equal to unity, then NTOTAL and
, NTYPE(j) must identify the parameters in that block. If
the user desires a block (A through H) to contain simply a
variable gain whose initial value is unity, he must enter
the gain with a value of one-plus-epsilon.
(b) if in blocks I through N, any block contains a nonzero gain,
the parameters in that block must be identified by NTOTAL and
NTYPE(j) . NTOTAL and NTYPE(j) must not identify blocks that
do not fit into categories (a) and (b) above. Obviously,
NTOTAL and NTYPE(j) assign the "types" whether the user is
optimizing margins or optimizing load relief.
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Section 7.2 Defining the Load Relief (and Drift Minimum) Autopilot Configuration
The section discusses the additional items that are needed to define to
COEBRA, the configuration of the load relief autopilot and/or the drift mini-
mum autopilot. These items are in addition to those presented in Section 7.1.
As discussed in Chapter 4, COEBRA uses the control law of Equation 7.1
to optimize load relief capability. (Chapter 8 will show that the same control
law is assumed when designing a drift minimum autopilot.)
= (Kb KR2S) (- s^
2
(1+T^S) (1+T2S) (1+738)
KA2 <1+A4S)
u«
(1+A5S) (1+A6S) (1+A7S) (1+A8S)(1+A2S) (1+A3S)
(Equation 7.1)
Equation 7.1 uses yaw plane notation, but it is also applicable to pitch
provided that yaw plane notation and sign convention are used. All gains in
Equation 7.1 have positive signs.
The COEBRA program must be told how to equate the autopilot parameters
in the above control law with the autopilot parameters in the INDATA namelist.
This will be done via the following example.
Suppose that the autopilot is input into the QD030 block diagram as
shown in Figure 7.1. The filter networks that are denoted F^ do not get
into the load relief cost function, but they do contribute to the open-loop
frequency response. Hence the F^ that are declared to be variables (by the NTYPE(j)
array) will get into the constraint matrix. Note that the F^ might be used for
other things besides bending and fuel slosh filter networks. They might also
be used for such things as sensor dynamics, noise prefilters, etc.
FIGURE 7.1 LOAD RELIEF AUTOPILOT EXAMPLE #1
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ATTITUDE LOOP
QD030 Block I
RATE 1 LOOP
QD030 Block J
(F3)
(F4)
(1)
RATE 2 LOOP
QD030 Bock K
N Sr (2)
ATTITUDE ACCELERATION LOOP
, •< OD030 Block L
N 1 (F7)(i +rx s ) ( i+r 2 s ) (1+75 s ) (F8)
KAl LOAD RELIEF LOOP
QD030 Block M
N ! ^
F 9>
, (1 + AiS) (1 +A2S ) (1 + A3 S ) (F1Q) ACC
KA2 LOAD RELIEF LOOP
OD030 Block N
tf \M (1 + A 5S)(1+ A 6 S ) (i + A7S ) (1+ AgS ) (Fi2) VACC
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The COBDE namelist name called LKD specifies in Hollerith form,
the QD030 location of the parameter KD. For Figure 7.1, the user would
input
LKD = 5HRI(7)
Before continuing with the definition of the parameters in Figure 7.1, the
COBDE namelist names associated with the remaining load relief control law
parameters are given in Table 7.1.
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TABLE 7.1
COBDE NAMELIST NAMES FOR THE LOAD RELIEF PARAMETERS
LOAD RELIEF CONTROL LAW
PARAMETER (EQUATION 7.1)
KD
KR1
KR2
KDA
n
r2
r3
KAI
AI
A2
A3
KA2
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
COBDE NAMELIST NAME ASSOCIATED
WITH ITS QD030 LOCATION
LKD
LKR1
LKR2
LKDA
LT1
LT2
LT3
LKA1
LAI
IA2
LA3
LKA2
LA4
LA5
LA6
LA7
LA8
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Table 7.2 will now summarize how the user will equate the autopilot
parameters in Figure 7.1 with the parameters in the load relief (and drift
minimum) control law of Equation 7.1. The following assumptions are made in
forming Table 7,2: (1) The filter networks denoted as Fy, Fg and FH are assumed
to be first order filters and hence need only one parameter (namely, the time
constant) to define them; and (2) the filter networks denoted as Fg, FIQ, an<*
F12 are assumed to appear as the last elements in the denominators of their
respective blocks.
For this example, the time constant A4 was not used and hence need not
be declared. A4 is needed when the KA.1 and the KA2 feedback loops share the
same filters. To illustrate this condition, suppose the QD030 blocks M and N of
Figure 7.1 are replaced with QD030 blocks H, M and N of Figure 7.20 Table 7.3
summarizes how the user equates the parameters of Figure 7.2 with the parameters
of Equation 7.1. In Table 703, it is assumed that Fg is a first order filter,
and FIQ appears as the last element in the denominator of Block H.
TABLE 7.2
LOAD RELIEF AUTOPILOT EXAMPLE #1
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LKD = 5HRI(7)
LKR1 = 5HRJ(7)
LKR2 = 5HRK(7)
LKDA = 5HRL(7)
LT1 = 5HRL(9)
LT2 = 6HRL(10)
LT3 = 6HRL(11)
LKA1 = 5HRM(7)
LAI = 5HRM(9)
LA2 = 6HRM(10)
LA3 = 6HRM(11)
LKA2 = 5HRN(7)
LA4 is not used and hence is undeclared
LAS = 5HRN(9)
LA6 = 6HRN(10)
LA7 = 6HRN(11)
LAS = 6HRN(12)
FIGURE 7.2 LOAD RELIEF AUTOPILOT EXAMPLE #2
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ACC
-*•'
OD030 Block H
(1+ A6S) (1+ A?S) (1+ AgS )
(F9)
_QD030 Block M
<il*si
L J (1 + A5S )
QD030 Block N
Blank
where, using the notation of Figure 7.1:
KL = KAI + KA2
A4 = (KA1) (A5)
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TABLE 7.3
LOAD RELIEF AUTOPILOT EXAMPLE #2
not used and hence not declared
5HRM(7)
5HRM(8)
5HRM(9)
5HRH(9)
6HRH(10)
6HRH(11)
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The user must exercise care when specifying the autopilot config-
uration of Figure 7.2, since the combining of the K^ and K^ loops into a
single channel may result in undesirable load relief optimization by QOEBRA.
This is explained as follows. The K&2 feedback loop is a pseudo- integration
loop on the accelerometer signal. That is,
A5S) ~~ (1 + TS)
where T is typically a 7.5 sec. time constant, and K is the loop gain.
Since KL = KAI + KA2 = Ka + I^Y
and A
 4~rL = (KA1) (A5 ) / KL = Ka r / KL
then if the autopilot parameters KL and T^ are disturbed by a factor of P,
the perturbated equations are (assuming that T" of the psuedo integration
circuit is a constant):
(KL P KL) = (K K ) (Kv + A K V ) T
so that
and
which gives
A Ka = P KL
K_a
KL
K
K = P (2 + P) K
a v ' a
1
P)J
We see that Kg increases by more than P and KV can effectively increase or
decrease depending on the nominal or initial values of Ka and
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As a final note, each of the parameters in Equation 7.1 (or Table 7.1)
can be designated as a common or stand-alone variable, or as a constant. This
"type designation" is done by the NTYPE(j) array which declares the parameters
in the order in which they appear in QD030 blocks A through N. Obviously,
not all of the parameters in Equation 7.1 need be used. Also, the time
constants in Equation 7.1 need not be the first elements in the numerators and
denominators of the respective QD030 blocks.
Section 7^3 The ROOTCH Subroutine
There is a subroutine in COEBRA called ROOTCH that allows the filters
to change planes. For example, a quadratic filter can become 2 real break filters,
if COEBRA seeks to drive its damping ratio greater than unity. Also, 2 real
break filters can become a quadratic if COEBRA drives them toward one another.
When using ROOTCH (by setting the flag KROOT = 1), the allowed autopilot
configuration is not as general as it is when not using ROOTCH. When using
ROOTCH, filters should only be designated as commons or constants (except
for the first time point when commons are entered as stand-alones). Also, the
commons must be entered before the constants.
Obviously, when a filter changes planes, COEBRA adjusts the XMAX(j)
and XMIN(j) arrays accordingly. As discussed in Chapter 5, the user inputs to
COEBRA the minimum (XMIN(j))and maximum (XMAX(j)) values that are allowed for
each stand-alone autopilot variable. When a quadratic filter becomes 2 real
break filters, COEBRA will use for the min-max values of the real-filter time
constants, the inverted min-max values of the quadratic filter break frequency.
When 2 real filters become complex, the inyerted min-max values of the time
constants are applied to the frequency of the quadratic filter. The min-max
values for the damping ratio ( ~? ) of the quadratic filter will be set to
l.OE-4 and 0.9999 respectively.
CHAPTER 8 . THE DRIFT MINIMUM CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to (1) illustrate the derivation
of the so-called "Drift Minimum" principle and (2) show in detail how COEBRA
constrains the autopilot gains and filters to meet this Drift, Minimum criteria.
Section 8_. 1
Hoelker £5] and Greensite £3]' derive the Drift Minimum Principle
using pitch plane notation. This section will outline this derivation using
yaw plane notation. The five linearized or perturbated yaw plane equations
are as follows:
1. The equation for the linear acceleration of the center of gravity of
the vehicle perpendicular to the trajectory or standard path:
V = (g*sin8L) 4>b+ (Y0)(J + (Yj)J
2. The moment equation about the vehicle's center of gravity:
3. The kinematic equation relating ft and^^ to the inertial angle(Y/Vj)
and the angle of sideslip of the wind ((ta):
4. The equation for the output of a lateral body-mounted accelerometer located
a distance LA forward of the vehicle's center of gravity:
V(X) = (Y<3 )Q + (LA )t b + (Y£)£
5. The equation defining the autopilot control law:
^
 = KTVC I We -H'b) - KRi + ViV (Ka+ TV^ -> v(x) ]
Note that in Section 7.2 of Chapter 7, the following notation was
used:
KDA = . K£,
KA1 — Ka
KA2 =
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In this equation, all of the gains have positive values.
As shown by Hoelker f~5 ] , these five equations can be manipulated
into the following form:
+ Y =
(Equation 8.1 )
where KQ, KI, K2, K3, and K4 are constants and functions of the airframe
and autopilot parameters.
Equation 8. lean be written:
=
K2 '^
 +
 Kl i)
 +
 K0
1+Ks 1 + K s 1+Ks
s^ s^ s^
( Equation 8.2)
Now the response of the vehicle to any disturbance can be thought of as
being made up of two kinds of motion, rotation and translation. The
frequency of the "rotational mode" is almost always five to ten times
higher than the frequency region of the " trans lational modes". Hence,
assuming that changes in the wind velocity and in the lateral linear
•
velocity (Y) are negligible during a cycle of the rotational mode,
and assuming that the rotational mode is relatively well damped, a so-
called quasi-steady state condition will be reached soon after any dis-
• • < • <
turbance. During this quasi-steady state period, lU ^ ^^ andTu
will be negligible, and Equation 8.2 then becomes:
<»
"Y = J^ Q _ ipL
If KQ = 0, then Y will also equal zero during this quasi-steady state
period. The condition, Kg = 0, is referred to as the Drift Minimum
condition since the vehicle theoretically will not be accelerating away
from the trajectory following a wind disturbance. Writing KQ in terms of
airframe and autopilot parameters, the Drift Minimum condition is:
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Vj
KTVC* A v / ^ * 8*sin& n
— -  — ](g*sineL) -(^ - - - 1= 0
Vj ' "l •
( Equation 8.3 )
In equation 8.3, A . = Y$ N£ - N^ Y£
Equation8.3 is a linear relationship between Kp, Ka, and the gain referred
to as (Ky T). Note that this linear relationship is independent of the
magnitude of the wind velocity. The Drift Minimum phenomenon can be looked
on as a condition in which f^ *^ , and o are blended or combined via the
autopilot feedback loops in such a way that the forces normal to the
trajectory sum to zero. In other words, the forces due to gravity, aero-
dynamics and control, cancel one another when summed normal to the trajectory.
In general, the characteristic equation (A) of this system factors
as follows:
A = (s2 + 2J?o>s+^) (s+u) (s +
The quadratic pair corresponds to the so-called dominant rigid-body closed-
loop roots (the dutch-roll mode), and<** ^ and C^ are usually real roots that
lie near the origin. Even though all four roots contribute to both rotational
and trans lational motion, usually the quadratic roots of the dutch roll mode
represent most of the rotary motion, and as shown by Hoelker f 5J , the
roots given by (*> ^  and W 2 represent most of the path motion. This being
the case, A can be approximated by the following polynomial:
A = s4 + (Tfo> )s3 + (u>?) s2 + (
2
As might be expected, Kg is related to the constant term (CO t*^ <U 2) .
In fact,
( Equation 8.4 )
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Hence, setting KO to zero is the same as putting one of the roots that
represents path motion right at the origin. This discussion leads to
another insight into the drift minimum principle. When By, = 0, let's
refer to the root that goes to the origin as <o £. Hoelker (_5j shows
that if ^ 2 is in t1ie ri§ht half plane (unstable), the vehicle will
accelerate into the wind. If U>2 *s ^n c^e left half plane (stable),
the vehicle will accelerate with the wind.
Section 8.2
This section will show in detail how COEBRA constrains the autopilot gains
and filters to meet the Drift Minimum criteria.
Section 8.2.1
This subsection contains the derivation of COEBRA.1 s Drift Minimum
Constraint Equations. As shown by Equation 8.3, the Drift Minimum
criterion is:
KO = a(KD) + b(Ka) + KKyfc) + c = 0
where a, b and c are constants and functions of the airframe parameters,
and the gainsCKp, Ka, and K 7?) all have positive values. Now, at the
beginning of each iteration of COEBRA, KD = KDQ
Ka = Kao
and, (Kv*)= (Kvr)Q
Hence, (KQ)= a KDo + b Kao + b (KV2-)O + C
Now, expanding KQ in a first order Taylor Series, it is desired that
K0 + AK0 = 0 + £
where ^Ko = — — - AKD + — — AK
oKD 3 Ka
= a(KD-KDo) + b (Kg - Kao) + b
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and 6. is some tolerance allowed on the Drift Minimum Condition (6-is
input by the user).
At the beginning of any COEBRA iteration, there are 3 possible
conditions on KQ.
Condition 1:
The drift minimum criterion is already met and
-£ <= £0 ± + £.
Condition 2:
The drift minimum criterion is not met and
Condition 3;
The drift minimum criterion is not met and
- 6. > Y-0 ± * £
For each condition on KQj COEBRA will put 2 constraint equations on
Drift Minimum.
Condition 1: If . - €. ^  <ro - "•" &-
the 2 drift minimum constraint equations will be:
Eq. 1 K + AK ^ + £.
— - - o o — .
or aKD + bKa + bC^t) £ +£, - C
Eq. 2 K +
' " Q \J
or aKD + bKa + b(Vt) > - fe.
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Condition 2: If - £. - |60 > + 6.
the 2 drift minimum constraint equations will be:
Eg. 1 K0 + AK0 ^ KQ + STEP * (fc -
or aKD + bKa + bCKyt) ± KQ + STEP#(£- KO ) - C
Eg. 2 K0 + A KQ > - £:
or aKo + bKa + b(Kv t ) > - 6. - C
NOTE: STEP is a COBIN namelist variable that is defined in Chapter 2
and again in Chapter 10. STEP specifies the percent "improvement"
required in the "not-met" constraint equations on each COEBRA
iteration. Recall that STEP is adjusted in the so-called Inner
Loop.
Condition 3: If -£. > £„ =^ £.
the 2 drift minimum constraint equations will be:
Eq. 1 K0 + A K0 ^ + £.
or aKD + bKa + b(Kv7:) - + (= - C
Eq. 2 KQ + AKQ > KQ + STEP*(-^-Ko)
or aKo + bKa + b(Kv -£•)£• KQ + STEP ^"(-6. -KQ) - C
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Section 8.2.2
This subsection defines how COEBRA calculates the airframe /
actuator coefficients in the Drift Minimum Constraint equations. These
coefficients, denoted in Section 8.2.1 as a, b} and c, are calculated from
the same COBDE namelist data that COEBRA. uses to calculate vp (>t»p , and
for the Load Relief Cost Function. In keeping with the philosophy used
for the Load Relief Cost Function, all of the airframe and actuator para-
X
meters in the COBDE namelist that are used to calculate a, b^ and c, are
input with positive values for an aerodynamically unstable vehicle. The
reason for defining the sign convention in this way is to avoid confusion
between pitch and yaw. When running pitch, the user, must use yaw plane
notation and the indicated sign convention (i.e., all data positive for
unstable vehicle). If the vehicle is stable (i.e., center of pressure
aft of the center of gravity), the only parameter that should change is
lift (yawing aero moment due to \> ), and it should then be input as a
negative number.
Using yaw plane notation and the sign convention that all data
is positive for an unstable vehicle:
a = (KTVC /B) (N^ Y$r + Y<£ NSr)
b =-(KTVC/B) (NY^r + Y N r^) (g*sineL)
c =
Table 8.1 lists the COBDE namelist variables that are required to calcu-
late a,b&c. Chapter 10 which summarizes all of the variables that are
used in the COBDE namelist, contains the detailed definitions of each
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TABLE 801: COBDE NAMELIST VARIABLES THAT ARE
REQUIRED FOR THE DRIFT MINIMUM CONSTRAINTS
COBDE NAMELIST
NAME
CNB
CYB
CNDR1"
CYDR1'
QBAR2"
RHO2*
SF
D
TY1"
LGY1'
IZZ
MASS '
G
THETA
B
KTVC
YAW PLANE
SYMBOL
Cn*
cy£
cn^
cv&
I
e
s
b
Ty
L
8y
izz
M
g
SL
vrw
KTVC
PITCH PLANE
EQUIVALENT
cma*
c
zot
CmSe
C
zie
I
f
S
c
TLP
LgP
^y
M
g
eL
Vr^r
KXVC
10 COEBRA assumes a single control torque source, either TVC
or an aero surface. Hence, CNDR and CYDR must be zero if TVC
is used, and TY and LGY must be zero if aero surfaces are used.
2. If QBAR is input as zero, COEBRA calculates QBAR from (,5*RHO*B*B)(
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of these parameters. Table 8.1 merely lists these parameters and shows
the yaw plane symbol usually used for each as well as the pitch plane
equivalent. Table 8.2 illustrates how COEBRA. combines these variables
to calculate af b, and c.
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TABLE 8.2: CALCULATING THE DRIFT MINIMUM COEFFICIENTS
4'v
YrtV?
2. ^
N£
from an
aero
surface
N$,
from
TVC
YC,
from an
aero
surface
¥'from
TVC
COEFFICIENT '
l ^Cf lT> n<*
TZZ
\scy$
M
|sbcn£r
x
zz
TyLgy
T
zz
\ S °7^
M
Ty
M
COEBRA NOTATION
IN COBDE NAMELIST
QBAR*SF*D*CNB
IZZ
QBAR*SF*CYB
MASS
QBAR*SF*D*CNDR
IZZ
TY*LGY
IZZ
gBAR*SF*CYDR
MASS
TY
MASS
PITCH PLANE EQUIVALENT
^=l 5ccmoe
IYY
z^ = - % SGZoc
M
M C - %ScC^eie
 TIYY
Mc _
 TPLgP
e
 iIYY
,c _ I SczC&
>e M
. -
 TP
ts M
By definition, all of these parameters are positive for
an aerodynamically unstable vehicle.
Note that Na and N£ are unprimed aero stability
coefficients.
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Section 8.2.3
The purpose of this subsection is to discuss the parameter
called 6. . This parameter is input by the user, and is a tolerance
allowed on the drift minimum condition. In order to define the units
on ^ , Equation 8.4 is repeated:
^o & Oi2 <X>1CJ2 (Equation 8.4)
Now, CO is usually around unity in magnitude, and CO,== (l/'ir) where ~2T
is the time constant of the psuedo-integrator in the (KyjO feedback loop.
Hence, Equation 8.4 becomes
Ko = ^_
-2- t
and KQ is seen to be approximately equal to the frequency of the real root
that is right at the origin for "perfect" drift minimum. Since it is
desired that
-6 ± K0 '£ + £.
then 6. is a tolerance on the frequency of the "drift minimum" root. For
example, if 6-= .1, this requires that the root be within + .1 rad/sec
of the origin. This allowed tolerance (£.) is input by the variable
called "DRFTOL" in the COBIN namelist. "DRFTOL" is applicable to all
the time points.
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Section 8.2.4
The purpose of this subsection is simply to state that COEBRA
identifies the autopilot parameters (KD,Ka, and the gain Kv "2} in the
drift minimum constraint equations using the same method that is required
for "load relief optimization". This method is explained in detail in
Chapter 7, and briefly repeated here.
1. The COBDE namelist name corresponding to KD is LKD.
LKD = (location in Hollerith of KD in the QD030 block
diagram). For example, if KD is the gain in Block J,
then LKD = 5HRJ(7).
2. Ka is identified by LKA1 whieh is set equal to the location
of Ka in the QD030 block diagram.
3. (Kv'i") is similarly identified via LKA.2.
Further, KD, Ka and (KV"2T) must individually be declared either:
1. A constant;
2. A "stand-alone" variable;
3. A "common" variable; or
4. They may individually have a value of zero, in which case,
they will not be declared, and will not even appear in the
QD030 Block Diagram. As an example, Ka may be a stand-alone
variable, KJJ may be a constant, and (K^ 't) may not even'be
used.
Finally, note that KD, Ka and (Ky f) all have positive values
when used in the Drift Minimum Constraint Equations.
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Section .8..2.5
Additional Notes:
Note 1. The user will select those time points at which the Drift
Minimum Constraints are to be applied. He will do this via
the COBDE namelist variable called "MINDRF".
If MINDRF = 0, the drift minimum constraints are not
to be used at this time point.
If MINDRF = 1, the drift minimum constraints are to be
used at this time point.
Note 2. "Drift Minimum" and "Load Relief Optimization" are not linked
together by COEBRA. In other words, the user may ask for the drift
minimum constraints at any or all of the time points} completely
independent of whether LOADOP = 0 (no load relief optimization)
or LOADOP = 1 (load relief optimization).
Note 3. The Drift Minimum Constraints can be used whether or not the
airframe includes structural bending and/or fuel slosh modes.
Note 4. The Drift Minimum option allows COEBRA to design a "drift
minimum" autopilot that meets the stability margin requirementst
and if desired, at the same time has the maximum amount of load
relief capability. Note that a "high frequency" drift minimum
autopilot yields the "least"residual drift rate and hence least
trajectory drift. A "high load relief" drift minimum autopilot
results in larger drift rates and hence more drift.
Chapter 9. The Vector Constraints
9.1 Intr oduct ion
The purpose of the so-called Vector Constraints is to keep the individual
autopilot vectors (e.g., the attitude error vector, the rate vector, the accel-
erometer loop vector, etc.) from getting very much larger than the total result-
ant vector at all frequencies. When the individual vectors do get much larger
than the resultant, this means that vector cancellation exists, and this can
lead to problems when tolerances on the airframe/autopilot parameters are
considered.
Figure 9.1 illustrates the situation that might exist at the resonant
frequency or frequency at the peak of the 1st structural bending mode. The
figure shows that the resultant (peak of the 1st structural bending mode) is
comprised of the following vectors or feedback loops: (1) attitude error; (2)
rate; and (3) accelerometer. Referring to Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1 on the QD030
block diagram, suppose that the attitude error feedback loop was defined by the
Case 7 open-loop transfer function, the. rate feedback loop by the Case 8 transfer
function, and the accelerometer feedback loop by the Case 9 transfer function.
Then, Case 7 + Case 8 + Case 9 = Case 13 (Resultant). Now, it is desired to
constrain the magnitude of each vector at the frequency of the 1st structural
bending mode peak. For example, it is desired that:
| Case 7 | ^  C* | Case 13 |
[ Case 8 | <; C* | Case 13 |
| Case 9 | < C* | Case 13 |
where C is an arbitrary constant.
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RATE
RESULTANT
ATTITUDE ERROR
ACCELEROMETER
Figure 9.1 ILLUSTRATING THE VECTOR CONSTRAINTS
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9.2 The Vector Constraint Equations
At each frequency, the resultant is comprised of K vectors , V(k).
In turn, each vector is comprised of L autopilot variables, X(./). Expanding
each V(k) in a first order Taylor Series about V(k)Q (nominal value of V(k)
*_ yj
evaluated at the i frequency)
 } it is desired that
V(k) *AX(,f) ^  V(k)
. ( fo r k = 1, .'.." K)
If the requirement on V(k) is already satisfied, then
V(k) = SPEC (k)
S '.
If not, then
v(k)s = V(k). SPEC(k) - V(k)
Where} at the user's option:
(1) SPEC (k) = PERVEC(k)* | Case 13
or (2) SPEC(k) = AMPVEC(k)
where, PERVEC and AMPVEC are input parameters.
9.3 Vector Constraint Input Parameters
This section defines the four input parameters that deal with the
so-called vector constraints. COEBRA allows for a total of 18 vector constraints
per time point. This is because the user can request that vector constraints be
applied to a maximum of 3 elements of the Margin Array, and because each element
of the Margin Array can be comprised of a maximum of 6 vectors or feedback loops.
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The following 4 input parameters are input via the COBDE name list.
JJ MARVEC(k), Integer array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
This array specifies which elements of the Margin Array are to have
the so-called vector constraints. A maximum of three margins per time point
can be constrained in this way, and any of the first 47 elements of the Margin
Array is a valid choice (except, of course, the structural mode peak phases).
For example, if MARVEC = 4, 14, 28, then vector constraints are to be applied
to the peaks of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd structural bending modes.
2) KVEC(k), Integer array (6 dimensional), preset value = 6*0
This array specifies which of the six QD030 feedback loops are to be
constrained for the margins flagged by MARVEC. These six QD030 feedback loops
are identified by the NCASE option (of the INDATA namelist) for NCASE.= 7
through 12. For example, if all the QD030 feedback loops are to be constrained,
then KVEC = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 'l2.
3) AMPVEC(k), Floating point array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
This is "vector constraint" option #1. At the frequency of each margin
specified by MARVEC, AMPVEC(k) is the maximum absolute real value that any QD030
feedback vector (specified by KVEC) may have. There is one value of AMPVEC
for each margin called out in MARVEC. For example, if AMPVEC(2) = .5, then
each of the QD030 feedback vectors that are called out by KVEC, will be
constrained to an amplitude of less than or equal to 0.5, when evaluated at the
frequency of the 2nd element of the MARVEC array.
4) PERVEC(k), Floating point array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
This is "vector constraint" option #2. At the frequency of each margin
specified by MARVEC, none of the magnitudes of the QD030 feedback vectors
(specified by KVKC) may exceed the product:
PERVKC(k)*(magnitude of the kth element of MARVEC)
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This option allows the user to constrain each feedback vector to
have a magnitude less than or equal to some percentage of the magnitude of
the total or resultant vector. For example, suppose MARVEC(3) = 14, and
suppose that element #14 (peak of the 2nd structural bending mode) has a
value of 0.4. If PERVEC(3) = 1.5, then, at the frequency of Margin array
element #14, the magnitude of each QD030 feedback vector that is called out
by KVEC, will be constrained to be less than or equal to (1.5)*(0.4) or 0.6.
Chapter 10c COEBRA Input Data Summary
This chapter summarizes and defines the data that is input to
COEBRA via the COBDE and COBIN namelists. The COBDE namelist is
required for each time point or vehicle state, and the COBIN namelist
is input once and is applicable to all time points.
Note that the data in these namelists may appear anywhere in columns
2 through 80. Also, the preset values indicated for these variables are
to be overridden by the user if he so desires.
Part A of this chapter defines the COBDE namelist variables. For
convenience, the following is a list of these variables, along with the
aspect of COEBRA each is concerned with.
(1) Section 1, The Margin Array
1.1 IOMEGA
1.2 IDMODE
1.3 KAPCH
1.4 MARVEC
1.5 KVEC
1.6 AMPVEC
1.7 PERVEC
(2) Section 2, The Cost Functions
2.1 WTFAC
(3) Section 3, The Autopilot Parameters
3.1 NTOTAL
3.2 NTYPE
(4) Section 4, The Figures-of-merit
WTMARG
10.2
(5) Section 5, Load Relief Optimization and Drift Minimum Constraints
5.1 The airframe/actuator data that is needed for uncoupled yaw.
CNB
CYB
CNDR
CYDR
QBAR
RHO
SF
D
TY
The additional
CLB
CLDR
CLDA
CNDA
TR
LGR
ZOFF
LGY
IZZ
MASS
t
G
THETA
B
KTVC
LAY
U
airframe/autopilot data needed for yaw/roll coupling
IXX
IXZ
PHI
W
KDR
KRR
5.2 Autopilot Parameters
5.2.1 LKD
LKRl
LKR2
LKDA LKA1 LKA2
LT1 LAI LA4
LT2 LA2 LA5
LT3 LA3 IA6
LA7
IA8
5.2.2 TS
10.3
(5) Section 5 - (Continued)
5.3 Wind and Time Search Parameters
Ul TW3
U2 TSTART
U3 TSTOP
U4 DELT
TW1 DINCRE
TW2
5.4 Miscellaneous Parameters
MINDRF
LRCOST
ROOTOL
\
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Part A, Section 1 - The seven COBDE namelist variables that are used when
forming the so-called Margin Array (Chapter 1) are discussed in this section.
1.1 IOMEGA, Integer, preset value =0
IOMEGA = 0, if the rigid-body phase margin frequency requirement
is not to be used.
IOMEGA = 1, if the requirement is to be used.
1.2 IDMODE (k). Integer array (8 dimensional), preset value =1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8, corresponding to i = 1 to 8
•s
Referring to the underdamped quadratic roots in the denominator of the total
open loop transfer function (CASE 13), any root-pair whose damping ratio is
less than DAMP (COBIN namelist variable) is considered to be from a structural
bending or fuel slosh mode. COEBRA lists these bending and fuel slosh modes
according to frequency, beginning with the lowest frequency. The IDMODE (k)
array is then used to identify these modes according to this ordered list,
beginning with the lowest frequency.
IDMODE (k) = 1, if the k mode is a first structural mode.
IDMODE (k) = 2, if the k mode is a second structural mode.
etc., until
IDMODE (k) = 8, if the k mode is an eighth structural mode.
f~V»
IDMODE (k) = 10 or higher, if the k mode is a fuel slosh mode.
IDMODE (k) = 0, if the k mode is to be ignored.
NOTE: COEBRA may be run with or without slosh and/or bending modes. When
running with modes, the modes need not be ordered according to frequency; e.g.,
the 1st mode may be higher in frequency than the 3rd mode, or the 4th mode may
be lower in frequency than the slosh modes, etc. The exception to this is the
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NOTE: (Continued)
2nd mode, which must be run with something identified as a 1st mode that
is lower in frequency and something identified as a higher mode that is higher
in frequency.
1.3 KAPCH, Integer, preset value = 0
«
This option is applicable to all first and second structural modfes.
When KAPCH = 0 and the modal peak gain is greater than zero db, the closest-
approach margin of the mode will not be constrained. The mode will be con-
strained by its peak gain, peak phase, and front and backside phase margins.
When KAPCH = 1 and the modal peak gain is greater than zero db, the
closest-approach margin of the mode will be constrained, along with its peak
gain, peak phase, and front and backside phase margins. When the mode peaks
below zero db, the closest-approach margin will always be constrained. For
this case, the mode peak will not be constrained, but the peak phase can
still enter the cost function at the user's option.
1.4 MARVEC (k), Integer array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
This array specifies which elements of the Margin Array are to have
the so-called vector constraints (Chapter 9). A maximum of three margins can
be constrained in this way, and any of the first 47 elements of the Margin
Array is a valid choice (except, of course, the structural mode peak phases).
For example, if MARVEC =4, 14, 28, then vector constraints are to be applied
to the peaks of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd structural bending modes.
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1.5 KVEC (k), Integer array (6 dimensional), preset value = 6*0
This array is associated with the vector constraints (Chapter 9). It
specifies which of the six QD030 feedback loops are to be constrained for
the margins flagged by MARVEC (k). These six QD030 feedback loops are
identified by the NCASE option (of the INDATA namelist) for NCASE = 7
through 12. If all the QD030 feedback loops contain autopilot variables,
and are to be constrained, the KVEC = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
1.6 AMPVEC 00, Floating point array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
•*.
This is "vector constraint" option #1. At the frequency of each margin
specified by MARVEC, AMPVEC (k) is the maximum absolute real value that any
QD030 feedback vector (specified by KVEC) may have. There is one value of
AMPVEC for each margin called out in MARVEC. For example, if AMPVEC (2) = .5,
then each of the QD030 feedback vectors that are called out by KVEC, will be
constrained to an amplitude of less than or equal to 0.5, when evaluated
at the frequency of the 2nd element of the MARVEC array.
1.7 PERVEC Qcl, Floating point array (3 dimensional), preset value = 3*0
This is "vector constraint" option #2. At the frequency of each margin
specified by MARVEC, none of the magnitudes of the QD030 feedback vectors
(specified by KVEC) may exceed the product:
PERVEC (k) * (magnitude of the kfc element of MARVEC)
This option allows the user to constrain each feedback vector to have a
magnitude less than or equal to some percentage of the magnitude of the
total or resultant vector. For example, suppose MARVEC (3) = 14, and suppose
that Margin Array element #14 (peak of the 2nd structural bending mode) has a
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value of 0.4. If PERVEC (3) = 1.5, then, at the frequency of Margin
Array element #14, the magnitude of each QD030 feedback vector that is
called out by KVEC, will be constrained to be less than or equal to (1.5) *
(0.4) or 0.6.
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Part A, Section 2 - This section is used to define the COBDE namelist
variable called WTFAC which is an arbitrary weighting factor in both cost
functions: (1) "Maximize margins" in Chapter 3; and (2) "Maximize Load
Relief" in Chapter 4.
2.1 WTFAC (i). Floating point array (51 dimensional). Since the index i
corresponds to the elements of the Margin Array Table (Chapter 1), the
following table lists the preset values for WTFAC (i).
Preset values for i=l to 51 Corresponding Margin Array Elements
3*1,
1, 0, 3 * 0, 1, 0, 3 * 0,
1, 0, 5 * 0, 1, 0, 5 * 0,
1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
°>
1, 1, 1
• rigid body margins
both first modes
both second modes
3rd to 8th mode
eighth fuel slosh modes
phase margin crossover frequency
This is an array of arbitrary cost function weighting factors that is
input by the user. This array is used for both types of cost functions.
For the "maximize margins" cost function, WTFAC (i) serves as an additional
multiplicative weighting factor to the one that is provided by the WTYPE
option. The WTYPE option either provides a "unity" or "desired over nominal"
type weighting factor. WTFAC (i) allows the user to emphasize or de-emphasize
certain elements of the cost function relative to others. This array also
serves another function. Since there is a standard preset cost function,
WTFAC (i) allows the user to add or delete elements from this preset cost
function. In other words, WTFAC (i) also allows the user to "build his own"
cost function, if the "built-in" cost function will not solve his problem.
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Part Aj, Section 3 - This section defines the two COBDE namelist variables
that are used to define the "parameter-type" that is to be associated with
each autopilot parameter.
3.1 NTOTAL, Integer, Preset value - none, problem dependent.
NTOTAL is the total number of parameters (Bode gains, time constants,
damping ratios and natural frequencies) that appear in the QD030 blocks
A through N for this time point. NOTE: Free S's are not considered as
parameters, though they may be used in any of the QD030 blocks.
3.2 NTYPE (j), Integer array (50 dimensional), preset values - none,
problem dependent.
This is a compressed array that corresponds to the parameters in
the order in which they are input in the QD030 blocks A through N, and
identifies their "type." By order is meant, by ordered QD030 block and
by ordered element number within each block.
(a) NTYPE ( j) = 0 if the j parameter is a constant whose value
is not to be altered by COEBRA.
(b) NTYPE (j ) = -1 if the j parameter is a stand-alone variable
whose value, when altered by COEBRA, need not be the same as the
parameter that appears in the same QD030 block and element location
at the immediately preceeding time point.
(c) NTYPE (j) = 1 if the j parameter is a common variable whose value,
when altered by COEBRA, must be the same as the variable that appears in
the same QD030 block and element location at the preceding timepoint.
The following three notes are very important.
(1) For each time point, before reading in any data, COEBRA initializes
the QD030 block diagram as follows:
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(a) QD030 blocks A through H are initialized with a gain of
unity and no roots including free S's;
(b) QD030 blocks I through N are completely zeroed out. After
reading the autopilot parameters into the QD030 block diagram
(via the 1NDATA namelist), COEBRA checks to see how blocks A
through N have been changed from their initial values. NTOTAL
and NTYFE (j) must only include those parameters in those
QD030 blocks A through N.that have been changed from their
initial values. If a variable gain whose initial value is
unity, must be used in any of the blocks A through H, this
this variable gain must be initialized with a value of one-
plus-epsilon.
(2) NTOTAL and NTYPE (j) must identify even those constants that lie
outside the allowed field as defined in Chapter 7 on the Allowed
Autopilot Configuration.
(3) For the first time point entered, only O's and -1's are to be used
in the NTYPE (j) array.
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Part A. Section 4
This section is used to define the COBDE namelist parameter
WTMARG (i). This parameter is a weighting factor in both of the
figures-of-merit (Chapter. 5). It is a 51 dimensional integer array.
The index i corresponds to the elements of the Margin Array (Chapter 1),
and if WTMARG (i) ^  0, the ±t element of the Margin Array will be
included in the figure-of-merit.
For the "maximize margins" figure of merit, only the following
elements of the Margin Array can ever be included. All of the other
elements are not applicable.
1. The three rigid body margins, (i = 1, 2, and 3).
2. If the 1 and/or 2 modes are stable, only their "closest approach"
margins can be included, (i = 8, 13, 20, and 27).
3. If the 1 and/or 2 modes are unstable, only their "unstable"
front or backside phase margins can be included.
(i = 6 or 7, 11 or 12, 16 or 17, and 23 or 24).
4. For the 3 to the 8 mode, only their peak gains can be included.
(i = 28, 30, 32, 34, 36 and 38).
5. For all 8 slosh modes, their backside phase margins can be included.
(i = 40 through 47).
6. The rigid body phase margin frequency (i=48).
WTMARG (48) is preset to zero. The rest of the above elements
are preset to unity to be overriden by the user.
For the "optimize load relief" figure-of-merit, /? , <J^ . and <J can
all be included, (i = 49, 50 and 51). WTMARG (i) for i = 49, 50 and 51 is
preset to unity to be overriden by the user.
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Part A, Section 5 - This section defines those COBDE namelist parameters that
are input only when load relief optimization and/or the drift minimum constraint
equations are used. When optimizing load relief and/or constraining drift
minimum on a multiple time point run, the user must not enter any of the data
of this section, at those time points at which he does not want to consider
load relief optimization and/or the drift minimum constraints.
5.1 Airframe. actuator and roll autopilot data
Table 10.1 defines the airframe and actuator data needed for uncoupled
load-relief optimization and for the drift minimum constraint equations.
Table 10.2 defines the additional airframe and roll autopilot data that is
needed for yaw/roll coupled load relief optimization. The following notes
are applicable to the data in Tables 10.1 and 10.2.
Note #1; All the data is input in floating point, and all the data is
preset to zero.
Note #2: Yaw and roll plane notation is used. A pitch plane design is
performed using the indicated yaw plane notation and sign convention, and by
not inputting roll data. Obviously, uncoupled yaw is designed by simply not
inputting the roll data. Since this same data is to be used for the pitch
plane as well as for the yaw/roll plane, the following sign convention is
used in order to avoid confusion between pitch and yaw.
The usual sign convention for forces and moments is:
(1) a positive X-axis force points "out the nose";
(2) a positive sideforce is "out the right wing";
(3) a positive normal force is "down";
(4) a positive pitching moment is "nose up";
(5) a positive yawing moment is "nose right"; and
(6) a positive rolling moment is clockwise looking forward.
Table 10.1 DATA FOR DRIFT MINIMUM AND UNCOUPLED LOAD RELIEF 10.13
Name
-CNB
CYB
CNDR
CYDR
QBAR
RHO
SF
D
TY
LGY
IZZ
MASS
G
THETA
B
KTVC
LAY
U
Definition
C - aero moment due to angle of sideslip
C0 - aero sideforce due to angle of sideslipy.p
C - aero moment due to rudder deflection
C - aero sideforce due to rudder deflection
yd r
q - dynamic pressure
0 - air density. Note: if QBAR is zero,
COEBRA calculates QBAR from (.5 * RHO * B * B)
S - aero reference area
b - aero reference length
Controlled thrust
Controlled thrust moment arm (positive number)
I - body axis moment of inertia about the
EE
center of gravity
m - total vehicle mass
g - gravitational- acceleration
"/. - vehicle pitch attitude relative to local
horizontal (degrees)
Pitch Plane
Equivalent
C
C
«*
C .
TQ.Q 6
C
*& e
--
--
--
C
—
--
Iyy
--
--
--
For yaw, B=V = total velocity relative to the wind --
rw
For pitch, B=V * V /U where U is body X-axis
relative velocity.
Effective actuator/control-device gain
Lateral body mounted accelerometer moment arm
--
--
(positive if forward of center of gravity). LAY is
not used for Drift Minimum.
Velocity along the body X-axis. U is not used for
Drift Minimum
Table 10.2 DATA FOR YAW/ROLL COUPLED LOAD RELIEF 10.14
NAME DEFINITION
CLB
CLDR
CLDA
CNDA
TR
LGR
ZOFF
IXX
IXZ
PHI
W
KDR
KRR
C 0 a - Aero roll moment: due to angle of sideslip
C - Aero roll moment: due to rudder deflection
- Aero roll moment due to aileron deflection
C . _ - Aero yaw moment due to aileron deflection
n 0 a *
Controlled thrust in roll
Controlled thrust moment arm iu roll (positive number)
Moment arm through which yaw controlled thrust produces
a rolling moment. Positive, if positive yaw deflection
produces counterclockwise roll,,
Body axis roll moment of inertia about the center of gravity
Body axis yaw-roll crossproduct of inertia about the
center of gravity.
V* - Euler roll angle used to orient the gravity
vector with respect to the vehicle's yaw plane (degrees).
Velocity in the body Z-axis direction
Attitude error gain used in the roll autopilot equation.
Attitude rate gain used in the roll autopilot equation.
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With this in mind, all COEBRA data is input as positive values for
an aerodynamically unstable vehicle (negative C or positive C ) with
a positive dihedral effect (negative Vffo ), and with "normal" control torque
sources. By "normal" control torque sources is meant: (1) A positive
yaw deflection produces a negative sideforce, a positive yawing moment
and a negative rolling moment; (2) A positive pitch deflection produces a
positive normal force, a positive pitching moment, and zero rolling moment;
and (3) A positive roll deflection produces a negligible sideforce, a
negative yawing moment, and a positive rolling moment. If any of these
conditions are not satisfied, the user must compensate by making the appropriate
changes in the signs of the input data. For example, if the vehicle is
aerodynamically stable (positive C or negative C ), the corresponding COBDEtip
namelist parameter in Table 10.1, i.e., CNB, is input with a negative sign.
Note #3; In optimizing load relief, a single control torque source is
assumed for yaw (or pitch), and a single control torque source is assumed
for roll. By appropriate input data, these sources can be either:
(1) Thrust vector control via gimballed engines, secondary injection,
or jet vanes; or
(2) Control via aerodynamic surfaces.
If aero control surface data is not input, thrust vector control is
assumed.
Note #4: All aerodynamic stability derivatives are input in the body axis
with units of per radian. All aero moment coefficients are assumed about
the center of gravity.
Note #5; The angles THETA and PHI must be input in degrees. All
other units are arbitrary, but must be consistent.
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5.2 Autopilot Parameters
This section defines the COBDE namelist variables that are associated
with the autopilot parameters when .optimizing load relief and/or constraining
drift minimum.
5.2.1 Identifying Each Parameter
As discussed in Chapter 7, the user must tell COEBRA how to equate
the autopilot parameters in the QD030 Block Diagram with the parameters
that are used in the load relief control law (Equation 7.1 in Chapter 7).
Table 10.3 lists the Namelist names that are used to identify the locations
in the QD030 Block Diagram of the load relief control law parameters of
Equation 7.1. Each namelist name is equated via Hollerith form, to the
location of the respective parameter. Obviously, the parameters of Table
10.3 are preset with blank locations.
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Table 10.'3 LOCATIONS OF THE PARAMETERS OF EQUATION 7.1
Name list Name
LKD
LKR1
LKR2
LKDA
LT1
LT2
LT3
LKA1
LAI
LA2
LA3
LKA2
LA4
LAS
LA6
LA7
LASil
Corresponding QD030 location, in Hollerith, of ...
K,
*RI
KR2
SA
\
~
2
r3
KA1
Al
**O2
Ao3
KA2
A4
A5
A6
A_7
AQ8
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5.2.2 TS. Floating point, preset value = 0
TS is used when designing a digital load relief autopilot, and is
the sampling period in seconds. Since the user inputs the initial values
of the digital autopilot into the QD030 block diagram in W-plane form
(because the frequency response is calculated in the W-plane), and since
ftp > °Ujf> anc^ <t>P are calculated via S-plane equations, TS is required
to transform the filters in Equation 7.1 back and forth between the S and
W-planes. TS is only required for the following filters: LT1, LT2, LT3,
IA1, LA2, LA3, LA.4, IA5, IA6, IA7, and LAS. Since these are always very low
break frequency filters9 the following approximate formula is sufficient.
(S-plane time constant) = 0.5* TS * (W-plane time constant)
If TS ^  0, COEBRA assumes a digital autopilot, and will use the above
equation.
5.3 Wind Parameters
This section defines the COBDE namelist variables that are used to
define the wind profile when optimizing load relief capability. The wind
profile is completely defined in Chapter 4, but Table 10..4 summarizes the
parameters that determine the shape of the wind profile. Table 10.5 summar-
izes the parameters that are used when searching the time response for £p. Oq
and cL.., .
TABLE 10.4 SHAPE OF THE WIND PROFILE
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Name
Ul
U2
U3
U4
TW1
TW2
TW3
Definition
Slope
Slope
Slope
Slope
Wind
Wind
Wind
of 8. . fromr(a
offl
of0(
of /?t
slope
slope
slope
r from
fromi)
. from
break
break
break
0 to
TW1
TW2
TW3
time
time
time
TW1 sec.
to
to
to
#1
#2
#3
TW2 sec
TW3 sec
(rad/s
Preset
Point
ec)
. (rad/sec)
. (rad/sec)
TSTOP sec. (rad/sec)
(sec.)
(sec.)
(sec.)
Floating
Value
.0021
.0100
.0228
-.0038
40.0
52.5
55.0
Name
TSTART
TSTOP
DELT
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TABLE 10.5 DEFINING THE TIME RESPONSE SEARCH
Definition
Starting time for calculating and
plotting the nominal time response (sec.)
Stop time for calculating and plotting the
>
nominal time response (secc)
Time increment used in calculating the time
Preset Value
30. (floating
point)
70o (floating
point)
.05 (floating
response (sec.). Because of storage limitations,
the following relationship must be satisfied:
(TSTART - TSTOP) / (DELT) < 2000.
point)
DINCRE When determining the "disturbed" peak values
for the partial derivatives, COEBRA computes
the response for only + DINCRE time increments
on either side of the time at which each
10 (Integer)
6 , or A. ) nominal peak occurred. Note that Q
Vp 9P r* (
<J and 5 need not occur at the same time.\ltp <t>p
5.4 Miscellaneous
Table 10.6 contains the definitions of 3 miscellaneous COBDE namelist
variables that are used when optimizing load relief and/or constraining drift
minimum.
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TABLE 10.6 MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS
Name Definition Preset Value
MINDRF = 1, the drift minimum constraints will
be used.
= 0, they will not be used
0 (Integer)
LRCOST ( (a) if LRCOST (1) t 0, 0 will be computed
(b) if LRCOST (2) f 0, be computed
(c) if LRCOST (3) f 0, <J. will be computed9 p
Via the WTFAC option, any combination of these
peaks can be included in the load relief cost
function. For example, even though LRCOST =
3*1, if WTFAC (49) and WTFAC (50) are unity
and WTFAC (51) is zero, then only Pp and <J
will enter the load relief cost function.
3*0
(3 dimen-
sional
integer
array)
ROOTOL Tolerance used for root cancellation in the
three "load relief" transfer functions! If a
real root in the numerator and denominator
.0001
(Floating
point)
have a frequency such that W (num) - W(den) I /
W(den) < ROOTOL, the roots will automatically
be cancelled. Also, for complex roots, the
magnitude of the roots replaces the frequency in
the above formula. i
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Part B of this chapter defines the COBIN namelist variables. The
following is a list of these variables.
(1) Section 1, the Margin Array:
1.1 DAMP
1.2 AMPOUT
1.3 SCALF
1.4 MAROPT
1.5 NOTERM
(2) Section 2, the Cost Functions:
2.1 COSPEC
2.2 WTYPE
2.3 LOADOP
(3) Section 3, the Autopilot Variable Constraints:
3.1 XMIN
3.2 XMAX
3.3 P
3.4 PSMALL
(4) Section 4, the Figures-of-Merit and the Margin Counter:
4.1 T01MAC
4.2 TOLFGM
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(5) Section 5, the Stability Margin and Drift Minimum Constraints:
5.1 SPEC
5.2 STEP
5.3 DSTEP
5.4 DRFTOL
(6) Section 6, Miscellaneous:
6.1 . NITER
6.2 MFRESP
6.3 DELPAR
6.4 PRINT
6.5 NPRINT
6.6 KROOT
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Part B, Section 1
This section defines the COBIN namelist variables that are used to
form the Margin Array.
1.1 DAMP. Floating point, preset value = 0.05
Any underdamped quadratic roots in the denominator of the total open
loop transfer function (CASE 13) that have an effective damping ratio with
an absolute value less than DAMP, are considered to be bending or fuel slosh
modes. The IDMODE array is then used to identify the modal type (e.g., 1st
mode, etc.) to be associated with each quadratic pair that is selected by
DAMP. DAMP serves to eliminate from consideration as modes, things such as
sensor dynamics, autopilot filters and prefliters, and even certain modes
including perhaps the engine.
1.2 AMPOUT. Floating point, preset value = -20.0
«
Modes that are selected by DAMP whose peaks resonate below AMPOUT,
are not considered when forming the constraint equations or cost function.
Units on AMPOUT are in decibels. However, all modes that are selected by
DAMP do enter the "maximize margins" figure-of-merit and the Margin Counter.
\.3 SCALF (i), Floating point array (51 dimensional), preset values are
given in Table 10.7, where the index i corresponds* to the first 51 elements
of the Margin Array.
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TABLE 10.7 SCALF
•L • j J. •
 9 • £ )
1...111, .2, .2, 1,, 1., .111,
9 9 1
• *•) •'•J •"••>
1., .111, 2 * .2, 3 * 1., 1., .111,
2 * .2, 3 * 1.,
1., .111, 1., .111, 1., .111, 1.,
.111, 1., .111,1., .111,
8 * .2,
1.,
3 * 1.,
rigid body margins
1st structural modes
2nd structural modes
3rd to 8th structural modes
all 8 fuel slosh modes
crossover frequency
load relief variables
SCALF is an array of multiplying factors that are used to scale the
elements of the Margin Array, and has units of (1) db/db, (2) db/deg, or
(3) nondimensional.
1.4 MAROPT, Integer, preset value = 0
MAROPT is used to distinquish between the 1st mode of Figure 10.1 and
the 1st mode of Figure 10.2. In both cases, the "frontside" phase margin
is between 180 and 360 , and the "backside" phase margin is between 0 and
180°. If MAROPT = 1, COEBRA assumes Figure 10.1, and (a) sets the frontside
phase margin to a negative margin, (b) sets the backside margin to a positive
margin, and (c) attempts to "lag" the mode in the cost function.
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1.4 (Continued)
If MAROPT = 0, COEBRA assumes Figure 10.2, and (a) sets the frontside to a
positive margin, (b) sets the backside to a negative margin, and (c) "leads"
the mode.
Figure 10.1 MAROPT = 1
Figure 10.2 MAROPT = 0
1.5 NOTERM, Integer, Preset value = 0
If NOTERM = 0, the first 3 rigid body margins must exist, or COEBRA
will terminate. Exceptions: (1) the aerodynamic gain margin if it does not
exist at all, and (2) the rigid-body gain margin if fuel slosh modes are
included.
If NOTEBM = 1, the first 3 rigid body margins* do not have to exist.
Part B, Section 2 10.27
This section defines the COBIN namelist variables that are used to
form the Cost Functions.
2.1 COSPEC^  (i), Floating point array (48 dimensional), preset values are
given in Table 10.8, where the index i corresponds to the first 48 elements
of the Margin Array.
TABLE 10.8 COSPEC
6. , 6. , 30.,
20., 0., 45., 60., 10., 20., 0.,
45., 60., 10.,
20., 0., 60., 60., 3 * 10., 20., 0.,
60., 60;, 3 * 10.,
-10., 0., -10., 0., -10., 0., -10., 0.,
-10., 0., -10., 0.,
8 * 30.,
0.,
rigid body margins
1st structural modes
2nd structural modes
3rd to 8th structural modes
all 8 fuel slosh modes
crossover frequency
The COSPEC array contains the stability margin objectives that are
used to form the "maximize margins" cost function. The COSPEC array is
input in decibels, degrees, and rad/sec.
2.2 WTYPE Floating point, .preset value = 0.0 10.28
The "maximize margins" cost function has two weighting factors:
(1) W that is computed by the program; and (2) WTFAC that is input by
the user.
If WTYPE = 1,, all the elements of W will be unity. If WTYPE = 0.,
all the elements of W will be the "desired over nominal" type as. defined
in Chapter 3.
2.3 LOADOP. Integer, preset value = 0
If LOADOP = 0, COEBRA will optimize stability margins.
If LOADOP = 1, COEBRA will optimize load relief.
Part B. Section 3 10.29
This section defines the COBIN namelist variables that are used to
form the autopilot variable constraint equations.
3.1 XMIN (1), Floating point array (65 dimensional), preset values - none,
problem dependent.
This array specifies the minimum values allowed for the autopilot
variables. The index j corresponds to the stand-alone autopilot variables
in the order in which they are input in the QD030 namelists for all time
points. In other words, each "-1" value in all the NTYPE arrays, must have
its corresponding XMIN value.
3.2 XMAX (1). Floating point array (65 dimensional), preset values - none,
problem dependent
This array specifies the maximum vdues allowed for the autopilot
variables. Each value in the XMIN array must have a corresponding value
in the XMAX array.
3.3 P. Floating point, preset value = 0.1
This variable is the initial value to be used for P at the beginning
of each major iteration. P is the autopilot variable step-size, and on any
iteration, has the same value for all the autopilot variables. P is
optimized on what are referred to as minor iterations.
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3.4 PSMALL, Floating point, preset value - 0.1
In the optimization of the value of P, PSMALL serves as a convergence
criteria on two items:
(1) PSMALL is the smallest value allowed for P. COEBRA will terminate when
P becomes less than PSMA.LL, since this means that the present nominal auto-
pilot (the autopilot at the beginning of this major iteration) is the best
autopilot that can be obtained.
(2) PSMALL is the SUB llest value allowed for A P which is defined as
P (present) - P (last) . When A P becomes less than PSMALL, COEBRA will
begin the next major iteration.
By inputting PSMALL with the same value as P, the minor loop will be
bypassed. The initial value of P will then be used unchanged on each major
iteration.
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Part B. Section 4
This section defines the COBIN namelist variables that are associated
with the 2 Figures-of-merit and the Margin Counter.
4.1 TOLMAC, Floating point, preset value =0.03
TOLMAC is a one-sided tolerance on the decisions made in forming the
Margin Counter. A margin is counted as "met" if its scaled value exceeds
the quantity:
(1.0 - TOLMAC) * (the corresponding scaled SPEC value).
This tolerance is needed to avoid the situation where a margin is met on
one iteration, and then, due to nonlinearities, is only slightly not met
on the next. Table 10.9 shows the effect of TOLMAC = 0.03.
4.2 TOLFGM, Floating point, preset value =0.01
TOLFGM is a tolerance on the decisions in the minor loop that are
determined by the Figure-of-merit. If the Figure-of-merit from the present
iteration, exceeds the quantity.
(1.0 + TOLFGM) * (the Figure-of-merit from the last iteration),
the present iteration is considered to be an improvement over the last.
Otherwise, the last is assumed better than the present.
TABLE 10.9 TOLMAC = 0.03 10.32
Margin
(1) aero gain
(2) rigid-body gain
(3) rigid-body phase
(4) 1st mode front-
side phase
(5) 1st mode back-
side phase
(6) 1st mode closest
approach
(7) 2nd mode front -
side phase
(8) 2nd mode back-
side phase
(9) 2nd mode closest
approach
(10) 3rd to 8th mode
peak gain
(11) Fuel slosh back-
side phase
(12) Crossover frequency
SPEC value
6. db
6. db
30. deg.
45. deg.
60. deg.
10. db
60. deg.
60. deg.
10. db
10. db
20. deg.
2. rps
Scaled
SPEC value*
1.995
1.995
' 1.995
2.818
3.981
3.162
3.981
3.981
3.162
3.162
1.584
2.
Margin will be counted
as met if it exceeds
this ...
Scaled
Value
1.935
1.935
1.935
2.733
3.862
3.067
3.862
3.862
3.067
3.067
1.536
1.94
Unsealed
value*
5.75 db
5.75 db
28075 deg.
43.75 deg.
58.75 deg.
9.75 db
58.75 deg.
58.75 deg.
9.75 db
9.75 db
18.75 deg.
1.94 rps
*This is computed using the preset values of the SCALF array.
Part B, Section 5
This section defines the COBIN namelist variables that are used
when setting up the Stability Margin and Drift Minimum Constraint
Equations.
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5.1 SPEC (1)« Floating point array (48 dimensional), preset values are
given in Table 10.10, when the index i corresponds to the elements in the
Margin Array, The units on the SPEC array are in decibels, degrees, and
rad/sec.
TABLE 10,10 SPEC
6., 6., 30.,
20., 0,, 45., 60,, 10., 20,, 0.,
45., 60., 10.,
20., 0., 60., 60., 3 * 10., 20.,
0., 60., 60., 3 * 10.,
-10., 0,, -10., 0,, -10., 0.,
-10., 0., -10., 0.,-10., 0.,
8 * 20.,
0.,
the rigid-body margins
1st structural modes
2nd structural modes
3rd to 8th structural modes
fuel slosh modes
crossover frequency
The SPEC array specifies the minimum requirements that are put on the
stability margins and closed-loop root locations. The SPEC array is used
when forming the Stability Margin constraint equations.
5.2 STEP, Floating point, preset value = 1»0 10.34
This is the initial value to be used for STEP at the beginning of
each minor iteration. STEP is the "percent improvement" required in each
"margin" relative to its SPEC value or required value. On each minor
iteration (each value of P), COEBSA maximizes the value of STEP. This is
done in the inner loop. STEP applies to all of the so-called "not-met
Margin Constraint Equations" on stability margins, root locations, drift
minimum, and the autopilot vector constraints,
5.3 DSTEP. Floating point, preset value =0*2
In the inner loop, STEP is maximized as follows. STEP begins with
its initial value (input as STEP). If a feasible solution does not exist,
STEP is reduced by DSTEP using the following equation
STEP •<—- STEP - DSTEP
until a feasible solution is obtained. The minimum value for STEP is
zero, for which a feasible solution is virtually guaranteed.
5.4 PRFTOL. Floating point, preset value = 0.0
DRFTOL is the tolerance used in the Drift Minimum Constraint
Equations. This tolerance is referred to as £ in Chapter 8. As shown in
Chapter 8, this is approximately the tolerance that is allowed on the
i I
frequency of the drift root that would be exactly at the origin for
"perfect" drift minimum. For example, if DRFTOL = .1, this requires that
the drift root be within +0,1 rad/sec of the origin.
Part B, Section 6 -^Q 35
This section defines miscellaneous COBIN namelist Variables,
6«1 NITER. Integer, preset value - none, problem dependent
COEBRA will terminate after NITER major iterations.
6.2 MFRESP. Integer, preset value = 0
If MFRESP / 0, the frequency response resulting from each
minor iteration (each value of P), will be printed out and plotted.
6.3 DELPAR. Floating point, preset value = 0.02
DELPAR is the percent disturbance that is made on each autopilot
variable when computing all the partial derivatives. The partial derivative
A»l_ A.t_
of the i element of the Margin Array with respect to the j autopilot
variable is defined as:
Disturbed M(i) - Nominal M(i)
DELPAR * Nominal X (j)
Sometimes when disturbing an autopilot variable in order to compute
partial derivatives, the "disturbed" Margin Array will differ from the
"nominal" array because one or more elements have been added or taken away
due to the disturbance. When this occurs, the sign on DELPAR is reversed.
If an element again has been added or taken away, the derivative of that
element with respect to that variable is set to zero. The solution of
reversing the sign on DELPAR is also used when a disturbance causes the damping
0
ratio of an autopilot quadratic filter to become greater than or equal to unity.
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6.3 (Continued)
When computing the partial derivatives, the elements of the
Margin Array are always refound. In other words, the derivative is
not calculated at a certain frequency.
Obviously, the partial derivatives are calculated after the
elements of the Margin Array have been scaled, and are calculated only
once per major iteration.
6.4 PRINT, Integer, preset value = 0
PRINT is a flag that can be used to obtain additional printout for
checkout and debugging purposes.
If PRINT = 1, (a) Case 13 numerator roots are printed out for all
calls to the polynomial factoring routine, and (b) various computer dumps
are printed out.
IF PRINT = 0, this flag is disabled.
6,5 NPRINT, Integer, preset value = 0
NPRINT is a flag that can be used to obtain additional printout for
checkout and debugging purposes.
If NPRINT = 1, the initial tableau for each 'entry to the Simplex
Algorithm is printed out.
If NPRINT = 2, all tableaus of the Simplex are printed out»
If NPRINT = 0, this flag is disabled.
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6.6 KROOT. Integer, preset value = 0
If KROOT £ 0, the ROOTCH subroutine (Chapter 7) is to be used. The
ROOTCH subroutine allows autopilot quadratic roots to become real roots if
the effective damping ratio becomes unity, or vice-versa for real roots to
become complex. The ROOTCH subroutine will not be used when optimizing
load relief since the filters in the load relief control law must be real roots,
CHAPTER 11. SAMPLE LISTINGS
ll'.l COEBRA Deck Setup
Table 11.1 summarizes the deck setup for a COEBRA. run.
TABLE 11.1 COEBRA DECK SETUP
Explanation
COEBRA
Title Card
$INDATA
$END
$COBDE
•
»
$END
Title Card
$INDATA
$END
$COBDE
•
$END
ENDBLK
$COBIN
$END
ENDRUN
COEBRA caller card (columns 2 to 7)
Title card for time point #!*•(columns 2 to 43)
INDATA namelist data for time point #1 ($ in column 2)
COBDE namelist data for time point #1 ($ in column 2)
Title card for time point #2*
INDATA namelist data for time point #2
COBDF namelist data for time point #2
Etc. for remaining time points or vehicle states.
ENDBLK card (columns 2 to 7)
COBIN namelist data
ENDRUN card, (columns 2 to 7)
* Title card must not have a $ in column 2.
11.2 QD030 Deck Setup
Table 11.2 summarizes the deck setup for a QD030 run.
11.2
TABLE 11.2 QD030 DECK SETUP
Explanation
QD030
Title Card
$INDATA
$END
Title Card
$INDATA
•
•
$END
ENDRUN
QD030 caller card (columns 2 to 6)
Title card for first case* (columns 2 to 43)
INDATA namelist data for first case.**
($ in column 2)
Title card for second case*
INDATA namelist data for second case.**
Etc. for remaining cases.
ENDRUN card (columns 2 to 7)
* Title card must not have a $ in column 2.
**Note the function of the variable called NFLAGG for
multiple case runs.
11.3
11.3 Sample Listings
This section contains the listings of the input data used to
generate Examples 1 to 6 of Volume I of this report. This section also
includes a sample listing of a QD030 test case. The following is a
summary of these listings.
(1) Example #1 (Run 1) of Volume I
(2) Example #2 (Run 2) of Volume I
(3) Example #3 of Volume I
(4) Example #4 of Volume I
(5) Example #5 of Volume I
(6) Example #6 of Volume I
(7) QD030 Sample Listing
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APPENDIX A. THE SIMPLEX ALGORITHM
The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the mechanics of
the Simplex Algorithm. This will be done in Section 1 via an example problem.
Dantzig flj is the author of the Simplex Algorithm, which is a method for
solving Linear Programming problems in a finite number of steps. Ficken I 2j
and Wilde and Beightler [6J also contain very good illustrations and definitions
of the mechanics of the Simplex Algorithm. Section 2 of this appendix shows
the settup of the initial tableau of the Simplex Algorithm as it is mechanized
in COEBRA,
Section 1. Simplex Algorithm Example Problem
The problem is to maximize the cost function
Y = 3XX + 2X2
subject to the following constraints:
Constraint #1: 2X^ + X2 < 8
Constraint #2: Xx + 3X2^15
and: Xlf X2 > 0
The feasible region defined by these constraints is illustrated in Figure A.I.
Step #1
The first step begins with denoting X^ and X2 as so-called
decision variables. Next, so-called slack variables (X3 and X^)
are introduced to turn the inequality constraints #1 and #2 into
equality constraints.
Constraint #1: 2Xi + X2 + ,X3 = 8 (Eq. A.I)
Constraint #2: Xj. + 3X2 + X4 = 15 (Eq. A.2)
(
In addition, it is now required that X^, X2, X^ and
X^ all be greater than zero. Next, instead of
A. 2
\
2X! + X2 = 8
Step #2 (Optimal Solution)
/ / / / v /4TO
Increasing Y
= 15
xl - Axis
i5.<r
FIGURE A.I THE EXAMPLE PROBLEM
A. 3
maximizing Y, change the cost function to one of
minimizing Z which will be defined as the negative
of Y. Hence,
Z = -3XL -2X2
At this point, let us call X3 and X^ so-called state variables.
Note that Z is not, a function of these state variables.
As a first feasible solution, choose X^ = X2 = 0.
From equations A.I and A.2 (constraints #1 and #2), it is seen
that the first value for X3 is 8, and the first value for X^
is 15. Also, initially Y = 0. Now,
^Z
 = _3
which says that Z decreases as X^ increases. This is desirable.
Also.
_ _2
which says that Z decreases as X2 increases. At each step, the
rule is to choose the decision variable that yields the largest
payoff. Since Xi yields the fastest rate of decrease, it will
be increased from zero. With X2 remaining at zero, constraint #1
says that X^ can be increased to a value of 4 before X3 is driven
to zero. Also, with X2 = 0, constraint #2 says that X^ can be
increased to 15 before X^ is driven to zero. Since all the
variables must remain greater than or equal to zero, we can only
increase X^ to 4. With X2 = 0, and Xi = 4, Y = 12, and Step 1
is complete. Step 1 is illustrated in Figure A.I.
Step #2
Since X3 is now zero, we must "control" it to keep it
greater than or equal to zero. Hence, we interchange the role of
X-L, and X^, and now call X^ a decision variable and Xj, a state
variable. Another of the basic rules of the Simplex Algorithm
A.4
is to keep the cost funtion (Z), a function of only the
decision variables. Solving equation A.I (constraint #1)
for X^ yields :
Constraint #1: KI = 4-0.5X2 -0.5X3 (Eq. A. 3)
Substituting X^ into Z yields:
Z = -12 -0.5X2 + 1.5X3
Substituting X^ into equation A. 2 (constraint #2) yields:
Constraint #2: 2.5X2 -0.5X3 + • -fy = 11 (Eq. A.4)
Summarizing, the decision variables are now:
X2 = 0
X3 = 0
The state variables are now:
X1= 4
X4 = 11
Now :
= -0.5
= 1.5
At this point, in order to further reduce Z, we must hold
X^ to zero, and increase X2.
From equation A. 3 (constraint #1) we can increase X2to 8
before driving X^ to zero. From equation A.4 (constraint #2),
we can increase X2 to 4.4 before driving X4 to zero. Hence, we C3r]
increase X2 only to 4.4. Step 2 is now complete, with X~ = 4.4,
X4 = °j X3 = °j and z = -14«2. SteP 2 is illustrated in
Figure A. 1.
A.5
Step #3
With X4 = 0, we must now interchange the roles of
X4 and X2 by now calling X4 a decision variable, and X2 a
state variable. In order to keep Z a function of the decision
variables, we must solve equation A.4 (constraint #2) for X2:
Constraint #2: X2 = 4.4 + 0.2X3 -0.4X4 (Eq. A.5)
Substituting X2 into Z yields:
Z = -14.2 + 1.4X-3 + 0.2X4
Substituting X2 into equation A.3 (constraint #1) yields:
Constraint #1: ^ = 1.8 -0.6X3 + 0.2X4 (Eq. A.6)
Now: d Z _ i /,
= °-
2
At this point, since X-j and X4 are both zero, Z cannot be further
reduced, and the optimal solution has been obtained. From
equationsA.5 and A.6 (constraints #1 and #2), the optimal solution
is:
Xl = 1.8
X2 = 4.4
and Z = -14.2
or Y = 14.2
Figure A.I verifies that this is indeed the optimal solution.
A.6
Section 2. Initial Tableau of the Simplex Algorithm
The Simplex Algorithm solves the following problem. Find the
maximum value of the linear cost function:
n
XI
V — j = 1
subject to a matrix of m linear constraint equations
n
(i = 1, . . . m)
j = 1
and all Xj ^  0.
th
In COEBRA, X^ is the j stand-alone autopilot variable. Also in COEBRA,
the constraint equations are a mixture of " < " and " £• " type constraints.
As shown in Wilde and Beightler I 6 I , the Simplex Algorithm uses slack and
artificial variables in addition to the original variables (X^ ). Slack
variables are used for the " ^  " constraints. Slack and artificial variables
are used for the " > " constraints. In the final solution, the artificial
variables must have zero value in order for the solution to be feasible.
Table A.I shows the settup used in COEBRA for the initial tableau
of the Simplex Algorithm. The first row is for the cost function coefficients.
The next n rows are for the constants (C^ ) and the coefficients (b^ j) in
the " ^  " autopilot variable constraint equations. The next K rows are
for the " ^ " so-called margin constraint equations. Following these, are
M rows for the " ^ " so-called margin constraint equations. The last n rows
are for the " ^ " autopilot variable constraint equations. If NPRINT = 1?
this tableau will be printed out for each entry into the routine that solves
the Simplex Algorithm.
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